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INTRODUCTION 
Thermal convection in a rotating fluid, contained 
in a cylinder and subjected to vertical temperature gradient, 
has been studied in recent years. In a rotating system, the 
fluid is not only subjected to density gradient but also 
centrifugal and Coriolis forces. Since the centrifugal force 
is perpendicular to the density gradient, convective motion 
will be produced no matter how small the temperature gradient 
across the fluid is. This convective motion can increase the 
heat transfer rate. Because the centrifugal force varies 
as the square of angular velocity, the presence of this 
convective motion will change the heat transfer of the fluid 
considerably at high rotational speed. 
Most of the theoretical and experimental works were 
developed for slow rotational speed and it was assumed that 
the fluid is in solid body rotation. However, solid body 
rotation is not possible in this configuration since the 
coupling of centrifugal acceleration and vertically density 
gradient produces a basic flow. The first part of present 
study is to examine the problem experimentally and obtain a 
better understanding uf the effect of rotational speed, 
temperature difference, viscosity and aspect ratio, y, on 
the heat transfer rate of a rotating fluid. 
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In the second part of this investigation, the 
gravitational instabilities of a horizontal layer of fluid, 
rotating about its vertical axis' ' and subjected to uniform 
heating from below, is studied. In general, the unstable 
stratification will cause convective motion whenever the 
temperature difference across the fluid exceeds some critical 
value. Homsy and Hudson (1971b) studied this problem math-
ematically and indicated that there is the possibility of 
instabilities which occur at the Rayleigh number lower than 
linear theory predicted and commence at the rim of the 
container. In order to enable the theoretical predication 
to be appraised and m attempt to understand this interesting 
phenomenon in detail, an experimental study of the 
centrifugal convection and its effect on the stability of 
a bounded rotating fluid heated from below is undertaken. 
In both studies, two silicone oils having kinematic 
viscosities of 0.65 and 350 centistokes are the working 
fluids. Two cylinders of heights 0.970 and 1.999 cm are used. 
Test cylinders are rotated at its vertical axis and subjected 
to vertical temperature gradient. A wide range of rotational 




The effect of rotation on gravitational instabil-
ities and heat transfer in a rotating fluid have received 
considerable attention in the last two decades. In order 
to organize the presentation, related studies have been 
grouped into two parts. The first gives a brief survey of 
thermal convection in a rotating fluid. The second surveys 
pertinent works in the field of gravitation instabilities 
in a rotating field. 
A. Thermal Convection in a Rotating Fluid 
In order to understand the physical processes in 
rotating stratified fluids, the reader is referred to a 
monograph on the theory of homogeneous rotating fluid, 
Greenspan (1968). Discussion of rotating fluid dynamics is 
divided into two parts, the first dealing with "thin bodies" 
of fluid (e.g. the oceans and atmosphere), the second with 
"thick bodies" of fluid which occur in many laboratory 
experiments. The present problem falls under the classification 
of "thick body" problems. The three features, which give 
the theory of homogeneous rotating fluids its distinctive 
character, are the Taylor-Proudman theorem, the Ekman layer, 
and the Stewartson layer. Proudman (1916) states that for a 
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steady inviscid flow of a rotating fluid at low Rossby 
number, the velocity cannot vary in the direction of the 
rotation. In a discussion of differentially rotating 
disk, Stewartson (1957) discovered that there are boundary 
layers parallel to the rotation vector. It was found that 
1/2 these layers have a double structure of thickness 0(E ' ) 
1/4 
and 0(E ' ). Boundary layers which form on the solid surface 
not parallel to the rotation vector are known as Ekman 
layers. In the Ekman layer the Coriolis force is balanced 
by the viscous shear. Greenspan (1968) gives a detailed 
treatment of this layer. 
The effect of stratification on Ekman and Stewartson 
layers is best explained by Barcilon and Pedlosky (1967a, 
1967b). These two papers are concerned with the linear 
theory of rotating stratified fluid motions. In their first 
paper, they discovered that many features of the dynamics 
of homogeneous rotating fluids are no longer present. In 
addition to the absence of the Taylor-Proudman constraint, 
Ekman layers are frequently absent. Furthermore, a single 
1/2 
side layer of thickness 0(E ' ) replaces the familiar double-
structured Stewartson layer. 
The idea that the centrifugally produced convection 
may play a role analogous to gravitational produced con-
vection appears to have first been incorporated in the case 
of rotating machinery parts. Schmidt (1951) first proposed 
that rotation could augment heat transfer in water cooled 
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turbine blades. Davies and Morris (1965) studied con-
vection in a rotating closed loop thermosyphon. Humphreys, 
Morris, and Barrow (1967) investigated experimentally the 
influence of tube rotation on heat transfer characteristics 
of air in turbulent flow through the entrance region of a 
circular tube revolving about an axis parallel to itself. 
The authors found that significant increases in heat-
transfer occurred due to rotation. For a given speed of 
rotation, the increase in heat transfer is greater at the 
lower Reynolds numbers. These increases are primarily due 
to two effects, the inherent entry swirl, which causes a 
step-like change in the heat transfer, and centrifugal 
buoyancy. In these studies, the authors assumed that the 
secondary flow is very weak. Therefore, the applicable range 
of their results is narrow. Mori and Nakayama (1967) 
analyzed the heat transfer to a fluid with strong secondary 
flow caused by the body force in a heated pipe rotating about 
an axis parallel to itself. The field was divided into a 
core region, where the effect of the secondary flow is pre-
dominant, and a boundary layer near the pipe wall. The effect 
of centrifugal and Coriolis forces on the fully developed 
laminar flow resistance and temperature field was determined. 
It was shown that the resistance coefficient ratio and the 
Nusselt number ratio are functions of the rotational Rayleigh 
number and the Reynolds number. The effect of the Coriolis 
force is to lessen the centrifugal pressure gradient driving 
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the secondary flow. Thus, the presence of Coriolis forces 
lessens both the pressure drop and the heat transfer rate. 
Mori and Nakayama (1968) analyzed, experimentally 
and theoretically, the fully developed laminar flow and 
temperature profile in a pipe rapidly rotating around a 
perpendicular axis. The authors again divided the field 
into two regions, a core region and a boundary layer near 
the pipe wall. Due to the main axial flow which is directed 
perpendicular to the pipe axis, the Coriolis force generates 
a large secondary flow and this secondary flow augments 
heat transfer and increases flow resistance. This may be 
compared to the problem discussed previously, Mori and 
Nakayama (1967), in which the secondary flow is driven by 
centrifugal buoyancy. It was shown that the secondary flow 
dominates over the core region, and the influence of 
viscosity and heat conduction is confined mainly to the 
boundary-layer near the wall. The effect of Coriolis force 
is significant when the value (N/X) is large. N is the 
product of Reynolds number and the ratio of Coriolis force 
to viscous force. The parameter X represents the effect of 
Coriolis force in the axial direction caused by the secondary 
flow. In a second report, Mori et al., (1971) extended their 
study to the turbulent regime with fully developed velocity 
and temperature profile. It was found that the increase 
in heat transfer and the increase in flow resistance for 
turbulent flow are less than the corresponding increase for 
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laminar flow in comparison to their values without 
secondary flow. By using the naphthalene-sublimation 
technique, the experiments were performed in both laminar 
and turbulent regions. Heat transfer coefficients and local 
mass transfer coefficients were obtained and agreed with 
theoretical predictions. Brownfield and McKillop (1969) 
visually studied the effect of rotation on the mixing patterns 
of a fluid in a cylindrical tube rotating about its horizontal 
axis and heated electrically from the sides. 
Fowlis and Hide (1965) theoretically and experi-
mentally analyzed the flow inside a vertical rotating 
annulus of rectangular cross-section. The outside and in-
side wall of the cylindrical surfaces are held at constant 
but different temperatures while the top and bottom surfaces 
are insulated. Four different flow regimes have been observed 
as follows: 
1. the flow may consist of a steady axisymmetric 
circulation; 
2. it may consist of a wave system which is steady 
in some rotating coordinate frame; 
3. the flow pattern may be a regularly repeating 
fluctuation; 
4. at higher heating rates the flow becomes 
turbulent. 
The type of flow depends on the heating rates employed. The 
experimental results are in good agreement with the theoretical 
predictions. 
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Under the assumptions of small thermal Rossby 
number and small Taylor number, Hunter (1967) studied the 
axisymmetric flow in rapidly rotating annulus with both a 
rigid and free top surface. In addition to conductive heat 
transfer, the problem was extended to include convective 
heat transfer. Mclntyre (1968) solved the same problem, 
but was only concerned with the condition such that the heat 
transfer through the annulus is convection-dominated. 
Fowlis and Pfeffer (1969) analyzed the problem 
experimentally. A temperature profile was measured. Buzyna 
et al., (1973) used a very fine experimental technique to 
measure the heat flux. The experiments by Douglas and Mason 
(1973) were extended to include a small aspect ratio. 
Lemlich (1963) analyzed the natural convective heat 
transfer near a flat plate at constant temperature. The plate 
rotates in synchronously rotating surroundings. The axis 
of rotation is in the plane of the plate and the entire sur-
roundings rotate at the constant velocity as the element. 
Furthermore, Lemlich and Vardi (1964) extended the 
problem to include uniform heat flux along the plate for both 
laminar and turbulent boundary layers. In a non-constant 
gravity field, Catton (1967) studied the heat transfer behavior 
of an isothermal plate. The authors discussed both heated 
and cooled plate, and gave an upper limit above which the 
effect of Coriolis force must be considered. Manoff and 
Lemlich (1970) analyzed laminar free convective heat transfer 
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to a plate synchronously rotating surroundings with the 
axis of rotation passing through the plate. Three methods 
of solutions were presented. It was showed that although 
Coriolis forces has an appreciable effect on the flow 
pattern, they have negligible effect on heat transfer and 
temperature profile. Analysis involving the problem of 
conduction through, and free convection from, a rotating 
radial plate was given by Lock and Ko (1972). 
A forced convective heat transfer problem involving 
rotating disk was treated by Millsaps and Pohlhausen (1952) . 
Edwards (1967) used a boundary layer approach to obtain a 
solution for the problem of thermal convection near the 
outer radius of a disk rotating at the same rate as the fluid 
near it, but heated differentially in the vertical. Hudson 
(1968) studied the problem of heat transfer between two 
horizontal infinite disks which rotate around a common axis 
with a common angular velocity. It was shown that the con-
-1/2 
vective heat transfer becomes significant for X - a8e >> 1 
where a is the Prandtl number, e is the inverse of rotational 
Reynolds number, and 3 is the product of the temperature 
difference and the coefficient of thermal expansion. The heat 
transfer to the disk increases with increasing afte ' . 
Three different cases of centrifugally-driven 
problems involving infinite disks were treated by Riley (1967) . 
If the temperature of a single disk is raised (lowered), a 
radial inflow (outflow) occurs in the Ekman layer. For the 
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case of a cooled surface, a steady state is possible. For 
small changes in temperature, it allows a temperature 
change from the Ekman layer to the homogeneous environment. 
Ostrach and Braun (1958) made the first attempt to 
analyze the flow and heat transfer of a fluid contained in 
a rotating circular cylinder of small height and subjected 
to an axial body force. It was shown that for the case 
of predominant rotation, the velocities are small and the 
Coriolis force appears to inhibit radial motion in the fluid 
core. They showed that a coupling between the Coriolis and 
centrifugal forces drives a tangential rather than a radial 
velocity. The authors concluded that heat transfer is 
conductive and would be significantly affected by rotation 
only if Coriolis and viscous effect could be minimized. The 
conclusion is incorrect because the authors fail to take 
into account the secondary flow which is set up by Ekman 
suction and capable of convecting heat. It is this secondary 
flow which makes a large heat transfer possible. Duncan 
(1965) studied the axisymmetric convection in a fluid contained 
between two infinite horizontal disk and rotated about a 
vertical axis with the same angular velocity. The authors 
discussed the conditions required for either conduction or 
convection procession to predominate. The structures of the 
temperature and velocity were also presented. 
By using boundary layer methods, Homsy and Hudson 
(1969) analyzed the centrifugally-driven convection in 
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cylinder of flow heated from above and subjected to rapid 
rotation. Solutions were found for the boundary layers on 
the cylinder top, bottom and sides and for the inviscid 
core which these boundary layers enclosed. The authors 
showed that the axial flow in the viscid core is controlled 
by the Ekman layers and the solution depends on the thermal 
conditions assumed at the side wall. The critical parameters 
governing the solutions are found to be y, the aspect ratio, 
and the group X, discussed previously. They concluded that 
gravity has at most only a local effect on the flow near the 
side walls and the heat transfer can be increased consid-
erably by rotation. In the second report by Homsy and Hudson 
(1971b), two extensions were made. First, the heat lost 
through the side wall of the cylinder was considered and its 
effect on the Nusselt numbers of the top and bottom disks 
were determined. Secondly, a heat flux boundary condition on 
the top and bottom surfaces was also investigated. 
Abell (1974) examined the problem experimentally. 
Thermal convection was studied in two bodies of fluid, a right 
circular cylinder and a rectangular cavity or slot. Both 
containers were heated from above and rotated above a vertical 
axis at constant rotational speeds. Heat transfer rates 
were obtained for both geometries. Overall heat transfer 
have been measured and it was shown that the rate of heat 
transfer can be considerably increased by rotation. 
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Furthermore, the heat transfer characteristics and fluid 
flow are qualitatively and quantitatively depend on the 
viscosity of fluid. 
The problem described above is re-examined in 
present work. The experiment techniques have been refined. 
New method was employed for heat flux measurement. The 
effect of aspect ratio on the heat transfer of the fluid 
was also studied. 
B. Gravitational Instabilities in a Rotating Fluid 
The thermal convection of fluid layer heated from 
below was first observed by Benard in 1901. Using a 
linearized theory, Rayleigh (1916) was able to characterize 
the onset of the convection in a horizontally infinite layer. 
He found that a critical temperature difference must be 
reached before the instability sets in. The magnitude of this 
critical temperature difference is dependent upon a dimen-
sionless group known as the Rayleigh number, 
= g«(AT)d3 
C VK 
where Ra = critical Rayleigh number 
a = coefficient of thermal expansion 
AT = imposed temperature difference 
across fluid 
d = depth of fluid 
v = coefficient of kinematic viscosity 
K = thermal diffusivity 
The horizontal scale of motion, a, was also calculated. The 
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critical Rayleigh number, Ra , for the fluid layer depends 
c 
on the boundary condition, and has been calculated for free-
free, rigid-free, and rigid-rigid perfectly conducting top 
and bottom surfaces. Koschmeider (1966, 1967b, 1968) showed 
that the initial cell pattern are greatly dependent on the 
container shape. Using a linearized theory to include the 
constrain effects of lateral walls, Davis (1967) presented 
a Rayleigh number-aspect ratio curve for convection in a box. 
Other studies involving Rayleigh-Benard convection have been 
carried out, e.g. Caldwell (1970), Whitehead and Chen (1970). 
Foster (1969) analyzed the effect of initial 
condition and lateral boundary on convection. Moore and 
Weiss (1973) studied the two-dimensional convection in a fluid 
confined between free boundaries. They extended the problem 
to higher Rayleigh number, up to 1000 Ra , and a Prandtl 
number, between 0.01 and infinitely. Catton and Edwards 
(19 70) determined the critical Rayleigh number of a fluid 
contained in a vertical cylinder and heated from below. It 
was found that the critical Rayleigh number with a perfect 
conducting wall is three times greater than that with a 
perfectly adiabatic side wall. Catton (1972) used the Galerkin 
method to examine the convection in the fluid confined by 
rigid perfectly conducting top and bottom plates and rigid 
perfectly insulated vertical walls. Critical Rayleigh numbers 
were determined for a wide range of aspect ratios. 
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The initial analysis of the stability of a 
rotating fluid layer which is subject to Coriolis force and 
heated from below in the presence of gravitational field is 
largely due to Chandrasekhar (19 53) and Chandrasekhar and 
Elbert (1955) . The most complete reference on the linear 
Rayleigh problem is due to Chandrasekhar (1961). The fluid 
was assumed initially in solid body rotation and the Bousinesq 
approximation was employed in Chandrasekhar's treatment. The 
relationship between Rayleigh number and wave number, with 
the Taylor number as parameter, was calculated by means of 
a normal modes analysis. The important difference between 
this problem and Rayleigh1s problem is that "the exchange of 
stability" is no longer valid, and upon rotation oscillatory 
neutral states become possible. However, in this normal modes 
calculation, if the Prandtl number is greater than 0.67659, 
the onset of convection is always stationary, and the critical 
Rayleigh number is provided for free-free boundary condition. 
Finlayson (196 8) , using a Galerkin's method, indicated that 
this result is also approximately true for rigid-free and 
rigid-rigid case to the first order approximation. 
Chandrasekhar (1961) also concluded that the following results 
are obtained for a large Taylor number: 
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where Ra and Ta are Rayleigh number and Taylor number, 
respectively, and oi is the rotational speed. The constants 
were believed to depend on the boundary conditions at the 
horizontal walls. However, Nuler and Bisshopp (1965) showed 
that c, equals 8.6956 and c2 equals 1.3048, to the lowest 
order regardless of the boundary condition. 
Veronis (1966, 1968) has cast doubt upon the 
validity of these linear results, especially in the 
oscillatory case. He pointed out that subcritical finite 
amplitude instabilities may occur for a < /2. Using the 
method employed by Schueter, Lortz and Busse (1965), Kuppers 
and Lortz (1969), investigated the convective flow in a 
rotating fluid layer of infinite Prandtl number between free 
surfaces. They showed that no stable steady-state convective 
flow exists if the Taylor number exceeds Ta„ (Ta = 2285). 
c c 
The flow transits directly from conductive to turbulent 
conditions. Roja and Finlayson (1970) studied the convective 
instabilities of gases contained between two rigid boundaries 
by employing a conventional linearized theory. In their 
studies, the effect of fluid properties were taken into con-
sideration. They concluded that the effect of fluid 
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properties is very small. The first-order changes in 
property variations induce only second-order change in the 
Rayleigh number. 
The experimental verification of linear theory are 
due to Nakayawa and Frenzen (1955) and Fultz and Nakayawa 
(1955). Theoretical critical Rayleigh numbers were obtained 
10 8 
as a function of Taylor number for 10 £ Ta £ 10 by a 
modified Schmidt-Milverton analysis (Chandrasekhar, 1961, 
P. 61). The first study, dealt with water for which 
stationary onset of convection is predicted and it was found 
to be in good agreement with the theory. The second one 
dealt with mercury, for which oscillatory instabilities are 
also predicted. However, the results of the second study 
only roughly agreed with the theory. In both cases, the 
horizontal dimensions of the cylinder and the rotation rate 
were kept in the region such that centrifugal effects were 
minimized. Goroff (1960) studied the problem with mercury 
for supercritical Rayleigh number. After the fluid was in 
oscillatory, a second break occurred and was found to be 
coincident with stationary convection. The author concluded 
that the oscillatory mode is relatively ineffective in 
transporting heat and only slightly change the onset of the 
stationary convection. 
The recent study by Rossby (1969) has indicated the 
startling possibility of instabilities which occur at the 
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Rayleigh number lower than linear theory predicted. 
Extensive measurements were made for both water and mercury. 
For mercury, a locus of the point at which a second break 
in the Nusselt number-Rayleigh number curve occurs showed 
poor agreement with either the stationary convection curve 
or the results of Goroff (1960). For the moderate Taylor 
number, the results for water show good agreement with 
linear theory. However, for Taylor number greater than 
4 . . 5 x 10 , instability appears to fall increasingly below 
Chandrasekhar's linear marginal stability curve as the Taylor 
number increases. For larger Taylor number, the difference 
between the critical Rayleigh number and that predicted by 
Chandrasekhar is as much as 30 percent. The measurements 
of the heat flux through the fluid were made by a method 
external to the fluid and marginal stability curves were 
obtained by measurement of an external heat flux relative 
to the non-convective state. Thus, a Nusselt number which 
is larger than one is considered to represent the onset of 
convection, ignoring the possibility of any centrifugally 
produced flow. The reason for this startling behavior is 
not clear. However, it has been shown that the behavior 
cannot be related to Ekman layer instability which is ' 
associated with small centrifugally-produced zonal flow, 
(See Rossby, (1969); Homsy, (1969) Appendix I). Veronis' 
work also indicated that it cannot be attributed to a 
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finite-amplitude subcritical instability. Koschmieder 
(1967, p. 244) suggested that the initial increase in the 
Nusselt number may be caused by centrifugal circulation 
alone. 
In Rossby's study, he plotted the Nusselt number 
as a function of the Rayleigh number of three values of 
6 7 Taylor number. At the two higher Taylor numbers (10 and 10 ) 
two sharp increases occur. At the first increase, the. 
Nusselt number rises slowly from 1.25 to 1.50 and then levels 
off. The Rayleigh number corresponding to this point is 
regarded as the critical Rayleigh number. Then, at some 
larger Rayleigh number, a second break on the Rayleigh-
Nusselt curve occurs, with the Nusselt number increasing 
rapidly. 
Catton (1970) theoretically analyzed the effect of 
rotation on natural convection in a horizontal liquid layer. 
Results were presented for a wide range of rotational speeds. 
The heat transfer data were presented by plotting Nusselt 
number as a function of Rayleigh number at constant Taylor 
number, just as Rossby did in his study. This theoretical 
prediction was found in excellent agreement with Rossby's 
experimental results in the low Taylor number regime. However, 
the predictions were too low at a value of the heat transfer 
as Taylor number increased and the centrifugal force became 
more important. Somerville (1971) constructed a numerical 
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model in order to permit quantative comparison with Rossby's 
experimental data. In general, the predictions are in good 
agreement with Rossby's data. In their recent paper, 
Somerville and Lipps (1973), extended the numerical 
simulation in three space dimensions. Better predictions 
were made. The non-monotonic dependence of Nusselt number 
on Taylor number observed by Rossby were explained. However, 
no explanation was given on the instabilities which occur 
at the Rayleigh number lower than linear theory predicted. 
Homsy (1969) has indicated that centrifugal 
acceleration has an appreciable effect on thermal convection 
in a rotating cylinder of fluid heated from above, and that 
the heat transfer may be considerably increased by rotation. 
Latter (1971a) has investigated the asymptotic stability of 
a bounded rotating fluid heated from below. By assuming a 
conductive basic state, he showed that except for very tall 
cylinders, the critical Rayleigh number is unaffected by 
the presence of side wall and axisymmetry may be assumed 
in the asymptotic case with sufficient accuracy. To extend 
his analysis, Homsy (1971b) found that the important 
centrifugal effects can be accounted for by considering the 
distortion of the basic state temperature gradient due to 
the centrifugally produced convection. Away from the side 
wall of the cylinder, the basic state circulation increases 
the critical Rayleigh number at which gravitational instability 
occurs. A destabilization near the side wall is possible 
for the insulated case. 
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Homsy postulates that the small initial increase 
in the Nusselt number in Rossby's experiment is due to the 
centrifugally produced convection and the true value of the 
critical Rayleigh number is the Rayleigh number at which 
the second break occurs. This break is due to gravitationally 
produced instabilities. The theory is supported by the 
fact that this centrifugally produced convection increases 
with the Taylor number and could thus account for the ever 
increasing discrepancy between Rossby's results and that 
predicted by Chandrasekhar's linear theory. Note also that 
the critical Rayleigh numbers estimated from the second 
break in the curve of Rossby give very good agreement with 
linear theory. 
Using a numerical method, Torrest (1970) showed 
that Homsy's results are confirmed numerically; however, 
there is appreciable error in the results for y > 5 (y = 
aspect ratio = cylinder radius/fluid depth). Using a set 
of parameter region different from Rossbys, Torrest also 
showed that the instabilities deviating on the order of 30 
percent from the marginal stability curve of Chandrasekhar 
are unlikely. Therefore it is still an open question as to 
whether or not instabilities which occur at the Rayleigh 




DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS 
Most of the apparatus described here is the 
original design of O'Reilly (1972). However, there have been 
many improvements and modifications, and the description 
given here is complete and represents the state of the 
equipment used for the present investigation. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus. 
The rotating assembly is shown in Figure 2 and the test 
section is illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the 
picture of the apparatus and Figure 5 shows the picture of 
the rotating assembly. The important dimensions are given in 
the Appendix. 
A. Stationary Frame 
The rotating section is contained within a stationary 
frame, constructed of 1/2-inch aluminum sheet, 23 inches wide 
and 14 inches high. The sides are held together by pins and 
bolts. Two 3 inch square pieces were cut from the lower 
back corner of the sides to allow air circulation within the 
frame. At the front, a 9 inch wide plate fits snugly between 
the top and bottom plate and is held securely by washers 
and bolts. 
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Figure 3 Diagram of Test Section 
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The stationary frame is anchored to a 1/4-inch 
thick steel angle bolted to the laboratory bench and the 
wall in order to provide rigidity to the apparatus. The 
bottom of the stationary frame is bolted to the horizontal 
leg of this steel angle. Three adjustable bolts, threaded 
into the bottom plate of the stationary frame and resting on 
the top of the steel base plate below provide for leveling 
of the apparatus. 
Double bearings are used for the top and bottom shaft 
in order to provide steady rotation. The axial weight load 
of the rotating section is carried by two radial thrust 
bearings contained in a bearing case and pressed into a 
recess in the floor of the stationary frame. Two radial 
bearings are used to support the top shaft of the rotating 
section. These bearings are contained inside a bearing box 
which is bolted to the top plate of the stationary frame. The 
top shaft is 1.58 inches in diameter and the bottom shaft 
is 0.813 inch in diameter. 
B. Test Cylinder 
The test fluid is contained in the cylindrical space 
between two horizontal aluminum disk assemblies and a cast 
acrylic plastic ring. The disk assemblies are about 1.5 inches 
thick and 14.00 inches in diameter (See Appendix). Two 
plastic rings with height of 0.970 cm and 1.999 cm are used 
in the present investigation. All have 12 inch outside 
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diameters and 1/2-inch thick walls. The plastic tube stock, 
from which the rings are made, is a product of the Cadillac 
Plastic and Chemical Company of Chicago, Illinois. The 
thickness of the disk assembly and the high thermal 
conductivity of aluminum are intended to smooth out possible 
temperature gradients and to insure that the working surfaces 
are isothermal. The aluminum surfaces are polished to a 
smooth finish with five hundred weight emery paper prior to 
assembly. 
The plastic ring is placed accurately between the 
disk assemblies by a 1/64-inch step milled in the surfaces 
of each disk. The surfaces on these two steps are the portion 
of the assemblies in contact with the test fluid. 
The two aluminum disk assemblies and the plastic ring 
are held together with twelve equally spaced 1/4-20 threaded 
stainless steel rods. The steel rods are threaded into the 
top disk assemblies, pass through the plastic ring, the 
bottom disk assembly and the flange of the bottom temperature 
controlling section and are tightened by means of aluminum 
nuts. A seal is obtained with 1/16-inch diameter 0-rings 
placed between the plastic ring and each disk assembly. The 
0-rings are made of fluorosilicone rubber, a product of 
Spence Tool and Rubber Company, Peoria, Illinois. Clear 
plastic is used for the side wall to provide visual access 
to the cylinder and the low thermal conductivity of cast 
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acrylic plastic insures that only a very small portion of 
heat input is conducted through the cylinder wall. The 
test cylinder is heavily covered with fiberglass wool 
insulation in order to minimize the heat loss. 
The test fluid is introduced into the center of the 
cylindrical gap through a 1/8-inch diameter slanted hole in 
the top disk assembly and a 5 inch overflow tube threaded 
into the top disk assembly. This overflow tube passes 
through a hole in both the baffle and the rotating frame and 
emerges at the top, 2 inches off center from the axis of 
the frame. 
C. Disk Assembly Description and Construction 
Both the top and bottom disk assemblies are 
composed of three components. A thin aluminum disk, a thick 
aluminum disk, and a layer of epoxy in between. 
Two aluminum disks, 14 inches in diameter, were made. 
One of these disks is 1 inch thick and the other 5/16-inch 
thick. On the bottom side of the thin disk, a 1/32-inch step 
was milled on an 11 inch circle to allow the test cylinder to 
be set in place. A 1/16-inch 0-ring groove was cut on an 
11 1/2 inch circle to allow the 0-ring to seat to insure a 
sealed fit between the plate and the test cylinder (all these 
dimensions given are nominal, see Appendix for exact values). 
On the top side of the thin disk, two 1/8-inch wide, 
1/8-inch deep grooves 1 inch apart were cut in the disk from 
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the outside edge to 1 inch from the center. Two pre-
calibrated insulated thermistors were imbedded in these 
groove with technical G cement and the surface was sanded 
flush with the aluminum. On the bottom side of the thick 
disk, a 1/8-inch wide, 1/8-inch deep groove was also cut in 
the disk. In the previous manner, a precalibrated thermistor 
was placed in this groove. Both aluminum and the technical 
G cement have high thermal conductivities so the groove will 
have little effect on the thermal condition of the plate. 
The thickness of the epoxy layer is about 0.35 inch. 
The bonding of the aluminum disks and the epoxy layer is very 
important. In order to achieve a constant temperature, the 
bond must be firm and uniform. In the present studies, the 
aluminum disks and the epoxy layer are bonded in the following 
manner. 
First, the surfaces to be bonded were carefully 
cleaned with chromic acid solution. The chromic acid solution 
is made up with 10 parts/wt. sodium dichromate, 30 parts/wt. 
96 percent sulfaric acid and 100 parts/wt. distilled water. 
A 0.35 inch high, 11 inches inside diameter plastic ring with 
a gap of 2 inches on its circumference was built. The thin 
aluminum disk, plastic ring and the thick aluminum disk are 
held together by twelve equally spaced 1/4-20 nylon studs 
which were threaded into the hole in the thick plate on a 
13 inch circle. These studs pass through holes in the thin 
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disk and the assembly were tightened together with stain-
less steel nuts. The aluminum assemblies were held upright 
with the gap in the circumference facing upward. The 
Biwax 101 epoxy was then poured into the plastic cylinder 
very carefully through the gap in the plastic ring until the 
entire cylinder was filled with epoxy. Tapped the aluminum 
disks occasionally with soft hammer to prevent air bubbles 
hanging on the vertical surfaces. Biwax 101 epoxy, an 
insulating material, is made by the Biwax Corporation of 
Des Plaines, Illinois. It has a relatively low thermal 
conductivity. The epoxy was allowed to cure. The plastic 
ring was then machined off. 
The bottom disk assembly was formed in an identical 
manner with one small exception. The twelve 1/4-20 nylon 
studs pass through holes in both the thin and thick disk and 
the assembly was held together by tightening stainless steel 
nuts on the outside of both plates. 
D. Rotating Assembly 
The rotating assembly is bounded by two 14.5 inch 
diameter circular aluminum plates. The upper and lower 
temperature-controlled sections are bolted to the top and 
bottom plates, respectively, as described in later sections. 
The test cylinder and the aluminum disk assemblies are held 
between the upper and lower temperature-controlled sections. 
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The rotating assembly is supported by two axles. 
The top axle is a flange piece of 0.813 inch stainless 
steel pipe threaded to receive the rotating portion of the 
Duoflow union. It is turned from a length of stainless 
steel cylinder and is bolted to the top of the rotating 
assembly with six Allen screws through the top aluminum 
plate. The inside of this hollow axle carries the stationary 
pipe from the union and also forms the outer surface for 
the annular return flow from the upper temperature-controlled 
section. The bottom axle is also a flange piece of 1.575 
inch stainless steel pipe, 7 inches long. It is bolted to 
the bottom aluminum plate of the rotating assembly. A 1/8-inch 
diameter hole is drilled near on the top of the pipe to 
allow for entrance of thermistor wiring from the test section. 
The inside of this hollow axle carries two stainless steel 
pipes. The inner stationary pipe from the Duoflow union 
allows water to enter the rotating lower temperature-con-
trolled section. The outer pipe is welded to a flange and 
bolted to the bottom plate of the rotating assembly. The 
hollow space between the two pipes forms an annulus for the 
return flow from the lower temperature-controlled section. 
The hollow annulus formed by the outer pipe and the bottom 
axle allows for the passage of wiring which leaves the 
rotating assembly through a brush slip-ring assembly 
described later. 
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E. Temperature-controlled Section 
Both the upper and lower plates of the aluminum 
disk assembly are held at the desired temperature by means 
of circulating water inside the temperature-controlled 
sections. The top section is enclosed by a 1/4-inch thick 
aluminum cylinder, 2 inches high, 11 1/2 inches inside 
diameter, with 1 inch flanges attached to both top and 
bottom edges. The aluminum cylinder is bolted to the top 
aluminum disk assembly and the top aluminum plate of the 
rotating assembly each with 12 equally spaced bolts and sealed 
with 1/8-inch neoprene 0-rings with an outside diameter of 12 
11/64-inches. The 0-rings are the product of £>pence Tool 
and Rubber Company of Peoria, Illinois. 
There is a cylindrical plastic baffle, 1 inch thick 
and 11 inches in diameter, inside the upper-temperature-
controlled section. The baffle is mounted under the top 
aluminum plate of the rotating assembly on six plastic stand-
offs such that the baffle rotates with the rotating assembly. 
The baffle is adjusted in such a way that a gap of about 
5/8-inch is left between the top aluminum plate of the 
rotating assembly and the top of the baffle. Thus, there 
remains a 3/8-inch gap between the bottom of the baffle and 
the top of the upper aluminum disk assembly. The size of the 
gap is intended to induce turbulence and cross mixing in the 
water to insure an isothermal top disk. Figure 6 shows the 
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Figure 6 Schematic Diagram of Upper Temperature-controlled Section 
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Water enters the rotating system through a Duoflow 
rotary union and flows downward through a stainless steel 
pipe approximately 1 foot long, placed inside and concentric 
with the upper shaft of the rotating assembly. The Duoflow 
union is a product of the Deublin Company of Northbrook, 
Illinois. The lower part of the pipe is fitted into a teflon 
plug which is 1 inch thick and 2 inches in outside diameter 
with a 1 inch hole in the center for the stainless steel pipe. 
The teflon plug is part of the rotating assembly and turns 
around the inlet pipe which remains stationary. When the 
water leaves the pipe, it flows out radially in the gap be-
tween the disk and the baffle, then around the baffle and 
upward through the annular region between the stainless steel 
pipe and the outside shaft. 
The lower temperature-controlled section resembles 
the upper temperature-controlled section except that the 
aluminum cylinder is bolted to the bottom aluminum disk of 
the rotating assembly and is tightened to the bottom aluminum 
disk assembly by means of aluminum nuts. Figure 7 shows the 
details of this section. 
The cooling water which leaves the rotating assembly 
through the Duoflow union is piped through a set of cooling 
coils immersed in an ice water tank in such a way that by 
proper adjustment of the valves, the water can be partially 
or completely sent through the coils in the tank with the 
remainder bypassing them. In such a way, it is possible to 
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Figure 7 Schematic Diagram of Lower Temperature-controlled Section 
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control the temperature of water entering the constant 
temperature bath so that it is only slightly below that 
desired in the temperature control section. The water is 
then brought up to the desired temperature in a thermostatic 
bath by means of a heating blade. The constant temperature 
bath consists of a battery jar, 12 inches in diameter sur-
rounded by 1 1/2 inches of fiberglass insulation. The 
temperature is controlled by means of a Hallikainen Thermotrol 
temperature controller and heating is provided by a 125 watt 
blade. A Sargent electric stirrer is used in order to 
insure a uniform bath temperature and the temperature can be 
controlled with ±0.02°C of the set temperature. The water 
then flows out of the thermostatic bath through an insulated 
pipe and enters the inlet of the Duoflow union to complete 
the circulation. 
The heating water which leaves the rotating assembly 
through Duoflow union goes directly to the constant temperature 
bath. The water is then brought back to the desired temperature 
by means of the heating blade. A coil which is cooled by 
running tap water is placed inside the constant temperature 
bath in order to obtain better temperature control. 
F. Driving Motor 
For the first several months of this investigation, 
the rotating apparatus was driven by a General Electric 3/4 
horsepower constant speed (1725 rpm) motor, a specially built 
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gearbox, and a system of pulleys. However, a variable speed 
motor was employed in the latter part of our investigation 
in order to eliminate the gearbox and to achieve a steadier 
rotation. The power train to the rotating assembly consists 
of a Dry Master A-C variable speed motor, manufactured by 
Reliance Electric and Engineering Company, Columbus, Indiana, 
two idlers, a set of pulleys and a V-belt drive. In order 
to transmit the rotation of the horizontal motor shaft to 
the vertical bottom shaft of the rotating assembly, the 
V-belt is guided through a 90° turn by means of two idlers. 
The idlers are fixed on a horizontal shaft that is free to 
rotate in a bearing assembly. This bearing assembly consists 
of four bearings bolted to a vertical plate that is supported 
by a vertical metal frame. The driving motor and the vertical 
metal frame are both attached to two horizontal metal plates 
which are in turn set on two rails on a horizontal large metal 
frame. The frame is bolted to the floor in order to provide 
rigidity. The motor can slide on the rails to allow the V-belt 
to be drawn taut between pulleys. Figure 8 shows the details 
of the Driving Motor. 
The speed of the motor varies from 47 to 250 rpm. A 
wide range of speeds (19 to 856) is available by proper ad-
justment of pulley combinations. 
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Figure 8 Schematic Diagram of Driving Motor 
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G. Thermistor Wiring 
Six thermistors are placed one inch from the center 
of the plates. Thermistors 1, 3, 5, and 6 are in a vertical 
line with each other while thermistors 2 and 4 are situated 
15 degrees to the right. 
The leads from the six thermistors are connected 
to stand-offs attached to the edge of the disks. All the 























One lead from each thermistor goes to a color-coded 
main stand-off and the other lead goes to its respective 
common stand-off. Color-coded wires are attached to the 
stand-offs and lead down through the bottom shaft. The wires 
come out of the bottom shaft and are inserted into the slip-
ring spring connectors. 
A slip-ring assembly is used to bring the thermistor 
signals out of the rotating system. It is a one piece 
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construction made by the Graphalloy Metallizing Company of 
Yonkers, New York. The slip-ring assembly is Model 319-10 
with 10 solid coin silver slip-rings of 1/4-inch width 
spaced 1/8-inch apart by a bakelite insulation. The slip-
ring assembly is fixed rigidly to the outer stainless steel 
pipe of the annular return flow from the lower temperature-
controlled section. 
The brushes and brush holders are also made by the 
Graphite Metallizing Corporation. The brushes are H9434 
grade "silver graphalloy," an alloy of metal silver and 
graphite binder which the manufacturer specifies as containing 
50 percent silver by weight, and are 3/16-inch square. Each 
brush is spring loaded to provide pressure and a shunt wire 
to make a connection from the brush face to external circuit. 
The brush holders are No. 11570 and consist of a brass body 
with a tapered insulating bushing, and a insulating cap. 
The shunt wire attached to each brush passes out through a 
hole in each cap. Spring loaded brushes are mounted in a 
machined phenolic housing and pressed against rotating slip-
rings. The NEMA grade LE phenolic rod is made by the Cadillac 
Plastic Company of Detroit, Michigan. A clamp is used to hold 
the brush block stationary. Each slip-ring has three equally 
spaced brushes pressing against it to insure a continuous 
electrical connection. These three brushes are reconnected 
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Figure 9 Diagram of the Thermistor System 
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into one wire which goes to the thermistor circuitry 
control box. Before entering the control box, each main 
thermistor lead is reconnected to its respective common. 
Thus, plugs from six thermistors enter the thermistor 
circuitry box. A seventh thermistor is also used to measure 
the temperature inside the stationary frame but does not go 
through the slip-ring assembly. 
H. Temperature Measurement 
The problem being investigated required that the 
temperature drop across the fluid and across the epoxy layers 
be known. To accomplish this, the thermistor temperature 
measuring system was developed. Thermistors are thermal 
resistors with high temperature coefficients of resistance. 
Thus, as the temperature changes, the resistance of the 
thermistor changes too. With the use of electronic circuitry, 
the change of current flow through the thermistor can be 
calibrated in terms of temperature. Temperatures were 
measured either by a specially built electronic circuitry when 
it is below 40°C or by a Potentiometer assembly when it is 
above 40°C. 
The electronic circuitry supplies a constant voltage 
(10 volts) to the thermistor and then converts the change of 
current flow through the thermistor into absolute temperature. 
Each of the seven thermistors being used was calibrated in 
five 10°C increment ranges (-10-0, 0-10, 10-20, 20-30 and 30-40). 
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This was accomplished by placing them in constant temperature 
baths and adjusting the potentiometer in the circuitry of 
each range. The digital circuitry can measure directly the 
absolute temperature of thermistors and the difference of 
any two thermistors with accuracy within ±0.015°C. 
If the measured temperature is above 40°C, it is 
measured by a Potentiometer with associated Leeds and 
Northrup No. 9834 Guarded D. C. Null Detector, No. 7308 
Unsaturated Standard Cell, No. 9879 D. C. Constant Voltage 
Supply, and a constant voltage (5.41225 volts) mercury cell. 
The thermistor lead from the electronic circuitry box is 
connected to the mercury cell in series and then connected 
to the positive terminal of the potentiometer. The negative 
terminal of the potentiometer is grounded to the chasis box 
of the electronic circuitry. The voltages drop across the 
thermistor are measured and translated into temperatures. 
As mentioned above, six precalibrated thermistors 
were imbedded in the assembly. Two of these, 5 and 6, are 
imbedded on either side of the bottom epoxy layer. Number 3 
and 4 are imbedded in the aluminum plate just above and below 
the test fluid, respectively. Thermistors 1 and 2 are on 
either side of the top epoxy layer. 
I. Test Fluids 
Dow-Corning 200 fluid, a clear water-white 
dimethylpolysiloxane oil, is used as the test fluid in the 
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chamber. It is commonly referred to as "silicone oil." 
Such fluids are ideal for this application because they are 
insert, non-toxic, stable and have constant physical 
properties over a wide range of temperature. Two viscosities 
were chosen for this investigation, 0.65 centistokes and 
350 centistokes at room temperature. The physical 
properties of the fluid are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Physical Properties of the Dow-Corning 
200 Fluid 0.65 and 350 Centistokes 
0.65 centistoke 
Density p (g/cm3) 0.761(1-*(Tm-25.0)) 
2 
Viscosity v (cm /sec) lnv = .002638*Tm - 0.1211 
Heat Capacity C (cal/g°C) .340 + .004*(Tm - 25.0) 
IT O A 
Thermal Conductivity k (cal/cm sec °C/cm) 2.4*10" 
Expansion Coefficient « (°C_1) 13.4*10 
350 centistoke 
Density p (g/cm3) .970(l-«(Tm - 25.0)) 
Viscosity v (cm /sec) lnv = -0.00691*Tm - 2.711 
Heat Capacity C (cal/g°C) .340 + .0004*(Tm - 25.0) 
Thermal Conductivity k (cal/cm sec °c/cm) 3.8*10 
Expansion Coefficient « (°C ) 9.6 * 10" 




A. Thermal Convection in a Rotating Fluid 
If a layer of fluid, contained in a right cylinder 
of radius R and height d, is heated from above, heat is 
transferred through the cylinder of fluid by conduction alone 
and is given at a steady state by Fourier's Law. 
Qcond = k A ZT 
where Q , is heat conducted across the fluid alone, K is 
the thermal conductivity of the fluid, A is the cross-sectional 
area of the fluid layer perpendicular to the direction of heat 
flow, AT is the temperature difference across the fluid and 
d is the height of the cylinder of fluid. 
If the cylinder of fluid is rotated about its vertical 
axis, the fluid is subjected to density gradient, centrifugal 
and Coriolis forces. Since the centrifugal force is per-
pendicular to the density gradient, convective motion will 
occur no matter how small the temperature gradient across the 
fluid is. It is possible to define the heat transfer by 
rotation as a combination of its convective and conductive 
components: 
Qf = Qcond + Qconv 
In order to have a measure of the effect of rotation on heat 
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transfer across the fluid, it is convenient to define a 
Nusselt number as the ratio of the heat transfer under 





As usual, Nu = 1 for conduction alone. 
Most of the theoretical and experimental work were 
developed for slow rotational speed and it was assumed that 
the fluid is in solid body rotation. However, solid body 
rotation is not possible in this configuration since the 
coupling of centrifugal acceleration and vertically density 
gradient produces a basic flow. According to Homsy and 
Hudson (1969), boundary layers form on the upper and lower 
surfaces and on the side wall for a rapid rotating fluid. There 
is also a inviscid core which is enclosed by the boundary 
layers. They showed that a coupling between the Coriolis and 
centrifugal forces produces a strong tangentical rather than 
a radial flow in the core region. This tangential velocity 
creates Ekman (boundary) layers on the horizontal surfaces. 
The Ekman layer induces a secondary axial flow in the core. 
If the fluid is heated from above, the flow moves radially 
inward at the upper Ekman layer and radially outward at the 
bottom Ekman layer. In the core, the flow is downward and 
the circulation is completed by re-channeling of fluid near 
the side wall. The schematic diagram of the flow is shown in 
Figure 10. They concluded that the primary flow in the core 
HOT 
n i 




Figure 10 Schematic Diagram of Flow in a Rotating Cylinder 
* Heated From Above 
00 
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cannot directly increase the convective heat transfer. It 
is the induced secondary axial flow which convect heat from 
the hot top surface to the cold bottom plate. The critical 
parameters governing the problem are found to be y and 
-1/2 
a$e ' . y is the cylinder aspect ratio, a is the Prandtl 
number. 8, the thermal Rossby number, is the product of the 
imposed temperature difference and the coefficient of thermal 
expansion; it is the ratio of inertial to Coriolis accel-
erations, e is the Ekman number or the inverse rotational 
Reynolds number. At a given y, the heat transfer rate depends 
-1/2 
on the value of a3e . Convection can only be neglected 
-1/2 1/2 
if cr3e <<1. The Ekman layer thickness is of the order e ' 
For a high Prandtl number fluid in a rotating 
cylinder heated from above, the Ekman layer becomes so thick 
that there is probably no inviscid core. Homsy (1969) showed 
that the convection is qualitatively as well as quantatively 
different from the solutions for fluids of lower Prandtl 
-2 
numbers. The heat transfer rate may be a function of a$e 
-1/2 
rather than c3e . 
The present study is to examine the problem experi-
mentally in order that experiment and theory can be compared. 
B. Gravitational Instabilities in a Rotating Fluid 
If a right circular cylinder of fluid is heated from 
below, density gradient will be produced by thermal expansion. 
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In case the temperature difference across the fluid 
exceeds some critical value, the fluid will become unstable 
and convective motion will occur, i.e. gravitational 
instabilities set in. The dimensionless temperature dif-
ference is measured by Rayleigh number, 
pa - ggATd3 R a _ _ 
If this system is rotated about is vertical axis at constant 
angular velocity, fluid motion will occur no matter how 
small the imposed temperature difference is. This is due to 
the fact that centrifugal force is acting normal to the density 
gradient. The Rayleigh number at which the rotating fluid 
heated from below becomes unstable is influenced by the 
centrifugal acceleration since this acceleration has an 
important effect on the basic state velocity and temperature 
profiles at the point of instability. 
If solid body rotation is assumed, the effect of 
rotation constraint is to stablize the system. As it was 
mentioned in previous section, solid body rotation is not 
possible in this configuration. Using the basic state discussed 
in the above section, Homsy and Hudson (1971b) analyzed a 
rotating fluid heated from below. They found that in the core 
region, the basic state circulation increases the critical 
Rayleigh number at which gravitational instabilities occur. 
However, a destabilization near the side wall is possible. In 
order to enable the theoretical prediction to be appraised, 
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experiments are performed at rotational speed up to 856 rpm 
to study the effect of rotation on the stability behavior 
at the region where the centrifugally driven thermal 
convection is important. 
At supercritical Rayleigh number, convective heat 
transfer is caused by both gravitational and centrifugal 
forces. Centrifugally induced convection increases heat 
transfer. But on the other hand, the rotational constraint 
restrains the gravitational convection. In present investi-
gation, heat fluxes at supercritical Rayleigh number are also 
measured in order to determine the net effect of rotation on 




A. Leveling and Assembly of Test Section 
In order to obtain reliable data, the mounted test 
section must turn true with the axis of rotation. The 
stationary frame is first leveled using three leveling bolts 
arranged in a triangular pattern in the base plate of the 
frame. The level was checked with a Starrett No. 9 8 six inch 
air bubble level. The stationary frame is leveled to within 
0.001 inch per foot off the horizontal. The bottom axle and 
the bottom plate of rotating assembly are bolted together and 
set on the bottom bearing. The radial and axial runouts of 
the bottom plate of rotating assembly are checked with a 
Starrett "Last Word" dial indicator until both of them are 
within 0.003 inch. 
The low temperature-controlled section, two aluminum 
disk assemblies, test section, the upper temperature-controlled 
section, and the top aluminum plate of rotating assembly are 
put in place respectively. An 0-rings is inserted into the 
groove in aluminum plate of each section. The working 
aluminum surfaces are polished with 500-weight emery paper and 
then cleaned carefully with chromic acid solution prior to 
assembly. After each section has been added to the assembly, 
it is checked with a Starrett "Last Word" dial indicator to 
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assure that they turn true with the axis of rotation. For 
the short test cylinder (0.970 cm), the radial and axial 
turnouts of all sections of the rotating assembly are within 
0.003 inch. For the tall test cylinder (1.999 cm), the axial 
and radial turnouts of all sections of the rotating assembly 
are within 0.003 and 0.010 inches, respectively. The effect 
of this slight wobble on the experimental results is not 
known, but it is assumed that it can be neglected. 
B. Filling of Cylinder 
The working fluid is introduced to the test section 
through the overflow tube and the filling hole of the aluminum 
assembly. The test section is first vacuumed and then the 
working fluid is allowed to be sucked into the test section. 
Repeat the same operation until the test section is filled. 
Spin the apparatus at low rotation rate so that the centrifugal 
force will force any air bubbles inside the test section to 
the center. Heat the fluid. This will expand the fluid and 
drive any air bubbles out of the test section. Stop the 
rotation and cool the fluid. As the fluid cools down and 
contracts, add working fluid into the overflow tube so as to 
prevent air from sucking into the test section. The level of 
fluid in the overflow tube is always maintained at high level. 
If any air bubbles appear in the experimental runs, same 
procedure should be repeated. 
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C. Controlling of Temperature and Rotational Speed 
Connect both the top and bottom Duoflow unions and 
the water systems. The color-coded thermistor wires are 
connected to their respective stand-offs and then connected 
to the slip-ring connector as previously described. The 
rotating assembly is then insulated with fiberglass wool. 
The heating and cooling water flows are initated. The 
Hallikainen temperature controllers are set so that the average 
mean temperature of the fluid ((T5 + T~)/2) approximately 
equals to the room temperature as measured by the thermistor 
inside the stationary frame. The cooling water control values 
are then set to the point where the controller of the cooling 
water tank cycled on and off. Adjust the flow rate of tap 
water to the point such that the controller of heating water 
tank cycled on and off. Occasional re-adjustment of the 
control may be required throughout the experimental runs. 
The motor is slid back and tightened to set belt 
tension. By choosing the appropriate belt and pulley 
combination, the rotational speed can be set by changing the 
speed of the variable speed motor. The rotational speed is 
determined by a stroboscope. The strobe used in this experi-
ment is a G. E. Strobotac. The accuracy of the speed is no 
more than ±2 rpm. The weight of the rotating assembly acts 
like a flywood, stablizing the rotational speed. The variations 
of speed during the experiment run is less than ±2 percent 
due to the line voltage fluctuations. 
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The temperatures as read by the six thermistors 
are measured at 15-20 minute intervals together with the 
temperature difference T..-T.. , T5-T3, Tg-T5. Steady state 
is assumed when all the readings change no more than 0.01°C 
over a period of 15 minutes. It takes about 1-2 hours for 
the system to reach steady state. 
Since the room temperature increases during the 
experiment, the average mean temperature of the fluid should 
be increased as the experiment progresses. This also makes 
sure that the fluid is expanding and no air is trapped into 
the cylinder. 
At the end of the experiment, cool both the top and 
the bottom plates. Keep adding fluid into the overflow tube 
in order to prevent air trapped into the cylinder. 
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CHAPTER V 
HEAT FLUX MEASUREMENT 
The total heat flux across the fluid layer is 
determined by measuring the heat flux across the top and 
bottom epoxy layers. We can obtain the heat flux across the 
bottom epoxy layer by measuring the temperature drop across 
this layer with thermistors 5 and 6 knowing the factor 
(k/Jl) 
eB* 
(QeJB = (I>eB Al T65 
where (Qa)0 = heat transfer across the bottom epoxy layer e a 
fkv _ thermal conductivity of the bottom epoxy layer 
I eB thickness of the bottom epoxy layer 
Tfig = temperature drop across the bottom epoxy layer 
A, = cross-sectional area of the bottom epoxy layer 
The heat transfer across the top epoxy layer can be obtained 
by the same manner. 
<Qe>T= <I>eT A2 T31 
where (Qe)m = heat transfer across the top epoxy layer 
,k, _ thermal conductivity of the top epoxy layer (Z eT thickness of the top epoxy layer 
T,, = temperature drop across the top epoxy layer 
A2 = cross-sectional area of the top epoxy layer 
If we assume that there is no heat loss to the sur-
rounding, the heat balance equation across the test section 
can be written as following: 
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" V T B Qp + Qf = {Qe]B tl) 
where Q = heat transferred by the plastic test cylinder 
Qf = heat transfer across the fluid layer 
In this investigation, the total heat transfer 
across the fluid and the plastic test cylinder, Q + Qf, is 
calculated by taking the average of the heat transfer across 
the top and bottom epoxy layers. 
Q = <<Qe)T + (Qe)B)/2 = Qp + Qf 
2 (—) (—) 
n«.p,-v,„ /k. _ 'reB v&eT , total heat transfer, Q, can be 





 (I}e Al T0 = Qp + Qf 
where TQ = (T_. + Tg5)/2 
The factor (y) can be determined by performing a & e 
series of experimental runs of 0 rpm. During the experiments 
the fluid is heated from above in order to prevent any 
gravational induced convection. Centrifugal convection cannot 
exist since the system is stationary. Under these conditions, 
heat is transferred across the fluid by conduction only. 
Knowing the thermal conductivities and the depths of the fluid 
and the plastic test cylinder, Q and 0- can be determined by 
P •*• 
measuring the temperature difference across the fluid. 
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% - <!>p T53 A3 <2> 
Qf * (T>f T53 A4 <3> 
A3 and A. are the areas covered by the plastic test cylinder 
and the fluid layer, respectively, and A. equals to A,, 
cross-sectional area across the epoxy layer. 
Substitute equations (2) and (3) into (1), it yields 
Q = (!>p A3 T53 + <!>f T53 A4 
(I}e T0 Al = (I}p T53 A3 + (I}f T53 Al 
^ o - ^ «T>pA3 + <T>£A1> 
k k Since (•*•) , (7)^/ A. and A_ are known quantities, and the 
ratio Tc~/Tn can be obtained from the experimental data, the 
D j u 
1-
value of (-r) can be determined. The average heat flux across 
A/ S 




CALCULATION OF NUSSELT NUMBER 
If the system undergoes rotation or becomes unstable, 
the heat flux across the fluid can be written as the sum of 
its convective heat transfer and conductive heat transfer 
components. 
Q* = Q J + Q f cond *conv 
The increase in heat transfer due to convection is reflected 
by the Nusselt number. The Nusselt number, Nu, is defined as 
the ratio of total heat transfer to the heat transfer due to 
conduction only. 
.. f *cond conv 
N u = = 
^cond wcond 
The conductive heat transfer across the fluid can be 
calculated from Fourier's Law. 
Qcond = (I5f Al T53 
The total heat transfer across the fluid, Q_, is given by 
equation (1) in the previous section. 
Qf = Q " Q p = (I>e Al T0 " (!}p A3 T53 
Nu = f = ffie A l T0 " ( I } p A3 T53 
ycond k 
H'f 1 53 
Since (-j) can be determined as described in previous section 
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k k 
and (y) , (j)f/ A, and A_ are known quantities, Nu can be 
obtained by measuring the temperature drops across the epoxy 
layers and the fluid layer. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The computation of heat flux is based on the 
assumption that there is no heat loss to the surroundings. 
This is probably true since the apparatus was heavily covered 
by fiberglass wool insulation and the top and bottom surface 
temperatures were adjusted such that T ^ Tft during c J
 room 0 
experiments. In order to find out if the heat lost radially 
from the sidewall is negligible at high rotational speeds, 
the silicone oil was replaced by a solid piece of plexiglas. 
Sets of experimental runs at 0 rpm and 440 rpm were carried 
out and the experimental data are presented in Table 2. By 
setting the top and the bottom surface temperatures at constant, 
the value of T-,. and T_ obtained from runs at 0 rpm and 
440 rpm were almost identical. It showed that the heat lost 
due to rotation is negligible. 
The temperatures of the top and the bottom surfaces 
which are in contact with the working fluid were not 
isothermal. Two temperatures T„ and T~ are measured at the 
top surface, whereas T. and Tg at the bottom surface. T_ 
and T_ are measured 1 inch from the center, and T„ and T, are 5 2 4 
situated 15 degrees to the right of T~ and T5 respectively. 
Through out the experiment, T„ and T„ (T. and T5) were not 
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Table 2 
Comparison of Experimental Results at 
0 rpm and 440 rpm, Plexiglas 




































identical. The difference increased with rotational speed 
and overall temperature difference between top and bottom 
surfaces. At low rotational rate, the difference between 
T? and T_ (T, and T,-) was very small. However, at high 
rotational speeds, the difference between T_ and T_ (T. and 
T_) was up to 0.13°C for low viscosity oil. For high 
viscosity oil, the difference was 0.15°C. Since T3 and T5 
were measured in the same vertical line with T., and Tg, they 
are chosen to represent the temperatures of the top and 
bottom plates, which are in contact with the working fluid, 
respectively. 
v-
The value of (-r-) can be determined by performing 
a series of runs at 0 rpm, as shown in P. 40. 
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'T'e-fJ^ ((l)pA3 + (!>fAl> 
T (k) = . P?. (is r 
H'e TQ H'f ul 
k A_ + k_A. 
where C, = p . — — and A- = £ . 1 A. f p 
T 
Since (j) and C, are constant, the value of ~^- (y ) obtained 
0 f 
from experiments, using different heights of cylinders, should 
be identical. 
(iF3-) (J ) = (l)e/c! = c 2 = Constant 
However, we could not obtain this identity from our experiments. 
53 1 The value of (=—)(T ) are not constant. For the high viscosity 
x0 *£ 
T 
oil, (sv^ 3-) (y ) is 5.143 for the short cylinder and 9.800 for 
i0 f 
the tall cylinder. The reason for this 4.8 percent difference 
is not known. It is unlikely that the difference is due to 
errors in heat transfer measurements alone. 
A. Thermal Convection in a Rotating Fluid 
In the first part of this investigation, the effect 
of the centrifugally produced convection on the heat transfer 
of a rotating fluid is discussed. The fluid which is contained 
in a right cylinder and heated from above is rotated about its 
vertical axis. Studies have been made with cylinders of 
diameter 27.97 cm and heights of 0.970 and 1.999 cm. Two 
silicone oils of kinematic viscosities 0.65 and 350 centistokes 
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are the working fluids. Overall heat transfer of both 
fluids have been measured for rotational speed up to 856 
rpm with the short (0.970 cm) cylinder and up to 693 rpm 
with the tall (1.999 cm) cylinder. 
The net heat flux, qf = Qf/A1, across the 350 
centistokes oil as a function of the imposed temperature 
difference are shown in Figures 11 and 12 with rotational 
rate as a parameter. Similar data for low viscosity oil 
(0.65 centistoke) are plotted in Figures 13 and 14. It can 
be seen in Figures 13 and 14 that the increases in heat 
transfer at low rotational speed (i.e. 27 rpm) are so small 
that solid-body rotation may be assumed and heat are 
transferred mostly by conduction. As the rotational speed 
increases, centrifugal convection becomes more important. It 
can also be seen that the rate of heat transfer can be 
considerably increased by rotation. 
According to Homsy and Hudson (1969), Nusselt number, 
Nu, depends on five parameters: a (Prandtl number); 3 (Rossby 
number); e (Ekman number) ; y (aspect ratio); and A (ratio of 
the gravitational to the centrifugal acceleration at the 
side wall of the cylinder). At the high rotational speed 
(small e), the effect of A is very small, and the Nusselt 
-1/2 
number depends on a, 3/ e only in the group of X - a$e ' 
-2 for low viscosity oil and a3e for high viscosity oil. It is 
-1/2 . 
also shown that the grouping X = a3e is the ratio of 
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In order to verify their theoretical predictions, 
the experimental data are plotted in equivalent non-
dimensional form in Figures 15, 16, 17, 18. 3, the Rossby 
number, is the dimensionless temperature difference. Nu 
represents the ratio of total heat transfer to conductive 
heat transfer. In Figure 15, for the 350 centistokes oil 
in the tall cylinder (d = 1.999 cm), the data can be fitted 
to straight lines. The slopes of the 6 lines from bottom to 
top are 0.277, 0.291, 0.320, 0.323, 0.316 and 0.328, 
respectively. The average slope of 6 curves is 0.30 9. For 
the short cylinder (d = 0.970 cm) and E less than 6 x 10~ 
(rotational speed larger than 100 rpm) in Figure 16, the 
slopes of 7 lines from bottom to top are 0.293, 0.29 6, 
0.298, 0.302, 0.297 and 0.280, respectively with average slope 
of 0.294. Thus, for a Ekman number less than 6 x 10~ , the 
Nusselt number varies as 0.301 power of the Rossby number. 
For the similar manner, data for 0.65 centistoke oil can be 
plotted in Figures 17 and 18. The points form curves which 
-3 
are slighly concave upward for 3 < 10 with the curvature 
more pronounced for the short cylinder. The slopes of the tall 
cylinder are 0.706, 0.826, 0.803, 0.846, 0.837 and 0.842 
with average slope of 0.810. For the short cylinder in 
_3 
Figure 18, the slopes for 3 larger than 1 x 10 and e less 
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Figure 17 Nusselt Number as a Function of 3, 
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average slope of 0.799. It indicates that the heat transfer 
through the 0.65 centistoke oil in the cylinder varies as 
0.805 power of the imposed temperature difference. 
Figure 19 shows a plot of the Nusselt number as a 
function of the Ekman number for 350 centistokes oil in the 
tall cylinder. This graph is made from Figure 15 by drawing 
loci of constant 3 to determine the intersection of the Nusselt 
number with lines of constant Ekman numbers (constant 
rotational speed). The slopes of the curves on Figure 19 
are -0.494, -0.510, -0.526 and -0.537 in the order of 
increasing Rossby number with average slope of -0.517. For the 
short cylinder, the slopes of the curves are -0.511, -0.519, 
-0.521 and -0.529, respectively, as shown in Figure 20. The 
average slope of the curve is -0.520. As expected, the 
Nusselt number is proportional to the Ekman number to about 
the -1/2 power. 
A plot of the Nusselt number as a function of the 
Ekman number at constant temperature difference, 3, can be seen 
in Figure 21 for 0.65 centistoke oil in the tall cylinder. 
The slopes of the curves are -0.557, -0.537 and -0.556. A 
similar plot for the short cylinder is shown in Figure 22. The 
curves are slightly concave downward for the Ekman number 
_3 
larger than 1 x 10 (rotational rate less than 100 rpm). The 
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Figure 19 Nusselt Number as a Function of Ekman Number, 
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Figure 20 Nusselt Number as a Function of Ekman Number, 
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Figure 21 Nusselt Number as a Function of Ekman Number, Low 
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Figure 22 Nusselt Number as a Function of Ekman Number, 
Low Viscosity Oil (0.65 centistoke), d=0.970 cm 00 
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-3 
10 are -0.512, -0.518 and -0.581. It indicates that for 
the low viscosity (0.65 centisoke) oil and the Ekman number 
_3 
less than 1 x 10 , the heat transfer depends on -0.544 power 
of the Ekman number. Table 3 shows the summary of the 
dependence of Nu on different variables. 
Table 3 
Summary of Dependence of Nu 
on Different Variables 
350 cstk. oil 0.65 cstk. oil 
Variables 
d = 0.970 cm d=1.999 cm d=0.97- cm d=1.999 cm 
3(orAT) NUCC30'294 Nu*3°-309 Nu*3'779 Nu^* 8 1 0 
d o r , ) Nuae-°-520 Nu«e-°-517 Nu«e-°-537 Nu*e-0'550 
, .. ,0.863 
X Nu«A 
Gr Nu«Gr °-275 
0) 0) 
According to Homsy and Hudson (1969), the Nusselt 
-1/2 
number should depend on dimensionless grouping X = a3e 
for low viscosity oil and low acceleration ratio (high 
rotational speed). Figure 23 shows a plot of the Nusselt 
number versus X for low viscosity oil and the acceleration 
-2 
ratio less than 3.3 x 10 (rotational speed higher than 400 
rpm). For A > 0.7, a straight line fitted through the points 
yields the equation 
Nu = 2.79A0*863 
Key 
A 690 rpm i _ _, „„„ 
* \ d = 1.999 cm 
££ 534 rpm -> 
+ 850 rpm > <7 696
O 527 rpm 




Figure 23 Nusselt Number as a Function of A, Low Viscosity 
Oil (0.65 centistoke) 00 
o 
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We have obtained a good overlap in Nu when obtained at the 
same A but with different aspect ratio (R/d). It indicates 
that the heat transfer is independent on the aspect ratio of 
the cylinder. Thus, the Nusselt number only varies approx-
imately as the first power of the grouping A over the range 
of experimental parameters using in this investigation. 
Data from the high viscosity oil are correlated using 
-2 
the group o3e . Nusselt number is plotted as a function of 
_2 
a3£ . Two straight lines can be drawn through the data points 
obtained from two different cylinders. However, these two 
straight lines do not overlap with each other. It shows that 
the heat transfer depends not only on the dimensionless group 
-2 
a3e but also on r.he aspect ratio of the cylinder. In 
Figure 24, Nusselt number is plotted as a function of rotational 
Grashof number. The rotational Frashof number can be written 
- 2 




 v 2 
= 32(a3e~2)y/a 
For Gr > 1, a straight line can be fitted through points 
obtained from both cylinders and it yields the equation 
Nu = 0.96 Gr °'275 
to 
For constant Prandtl number, heat transfer depends on the 
_2 
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Figure 24 Nusselt Number as a Function of Rotational Grashof 
Number, High Viscosity Oil (350 centistokes) 00 to 
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by Homsy and Hudson (1969). The experimental parameters 
for high viscosity oil in this investigation are outside the 
intended region over which the theory predicts. The Ekman 
-2 
numbers involved here are of the order of 10 , and it is 
probably larger than the proper range of the prediction. In 
order to have a very small Ekman number, experiments with 
very high rotational speeds or with a very tall cylinder 
should be helpful in this aspect. 
The relationship between the rotational Grashof 
number and centrifugal heat transfer has a gravitational 
counterpart. If we consider a layer of fluid contained in 
a vertical slot and heated from one side, horizontal density 
gradient will occur and the gravity which is perpendicular 
to the density gradient will produce a convective flow. This 
is similar to the present configuration, the centrifugal force 
acting in the horizontal plane normal to vertical density 
gradient. The usual correlation of gravitational heat transfer 
with Grashof number is 
Nu * Gr V 4 to 2/5 
g 
The dependence of heat transfer on the rotational Grashof 
number obtained from our experiments is 
Nu * Gr0'275 
The result suggests that the centrifugal force behaves as 
gravity for the high viscosity oil in the cylinder test section. 
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The difference of the heat transfer behavior showed 
by the two oils is believed due to the boundary layer nature 
of the flow. For the low viscosity oil, the Ekman layers 
are very thin and a large inviscid core exists. The Ekman 
layers induce a secondary axial flow which convects heat. 
For the high viscosity oil, the Ekman layers are very thick. 
As a result, the boundary layers nearly meet at the center of 
the cylinder. Viscous effect modify the action of the 
rotational induced forces and prevent Coriolis domination of 
the core. The convection is driven primary by the coupling 
of centrifugal force and density gradient. 
The experimental results with low viscosity oil 
agree with the theoretical prediction of Homsy and Hudson 
(1969) that the Nusselt number is indeed a function of the 
dimensionless grouping A. However, the Nusselt number is 
independent on the aspect ratio of the cylinder. While it 
is possible to show the dependence of the Nusselt number on 
the dimensionless parameters, Beta, aspect ratio and the Ekman 
number, we are unable to show the dependence of the Nusselt 
number on the Prandtl number. Future experiments with air, 
having Prandtl number equals to 0.7, are helpful to verify 
this aspect. 
For the high viscosity oil, it has been shown that 
the Nusselt number depends on the dimensionless grouping 
-2 
a&e as suggested by the highly restrictive theory of Homsy 
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and Hudson (1969). The experimental results are also 
indicated that the Nusselt number varies as the fourth root 
of the aspect ratio of the cylinder and the data can be cor-
related by using a rotational Grashof number. Further 
studies are needed in order to determine the dependence of 
heat transfer on the Prandtl number. 
B. Gravitational Instabilities in a Rotating Fluid 
Experiments have been carried out in order to study 
the effect of rotation on the gravitational instabilities in 
a rotating cylinder of fluid heated from below. The purpose 
of this investigation is to extend studies of previous 
workers to regions of parameter space such that the centrifugal 
force has an important effect on the stability. Heat transfer 
at Rayleigh number above critical is also considered here. 
Experiments have been run in cylinders of heights 
0.970 and 1.999 cm. Silicone oil of kinematic viscosities 
0.65 and 350 centistokes again are the working fluids. All 
the runs are carefully arranged such that they are carried out 
at the same conditions, e.g. same cylinder, same fluid and 
same rotational speed, as the thermal convection studies 
described in the previous section. Since the density gradient 
is opposite to gravity, the present system will become un-
stable if the imposed temperature difference across the fluid 
is greater than the critical value, i.e. gravitational produced 
convection will occur. Consequently, more heat will be 
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transferred across the fluid when it is compared to the 
results of the stable stratified rotating fluid described 
in the previous section. However, heat transfer data 
obtained from both sections should be identical before the 
gravitational instabilities set in. Using the data obtained 
from both sections, the critical temperature difference can 
be determined by the point at which two heat transfer curves 
separated from each other. 
Figure 25 shows a plot of heat flux as a function of 
imposed temperature difference for the 350 centistokes fluid 
in the short cylinder. The solid curves are results from the 
previous section, i.e. the fluid is heated from above. The 
broken lines are the data obtained by heating the fluid from 
below. Runs without rotation have been first performed in 
order to check the accuracy of heat flux measurement. When 
the fluid is heated from above, heat is transferred through 
the cylinder by conduction only. A straight line is resulted 
and heat flux is proportional to the temperature drop across 
the fluid. If the fluid is heated from below, the system be-
comes unstable when the imposed temperature difference reaches 
8.25°C. The corresponding critical Rayleigh number is within 
3 percent of theoretical prediction by Chandrasekhar (1961). 






















Figure 25 Heat Flux as a Function of Temperature Drop Across 




Figure 26, 27, 28 and 29 show plots of Nusselt 
number as a function of Rayleigh number at constant Taylor 
numbers. At T =6.0 (to = 44 rpm), Figure 26, there is 
a 
small increase in Nusselt number followed by a second break 
and a steeper increase thereafter. R1 and R_ are the Rayleigh 
numbers at which the first and the second breaks occur. In 
Rossby's paper (1969), the onset of gravitational instability 
was determined by the point at which the Nusselt number became 
greater than one. However, it can be seen in Figure 27 that 
this method cannot be applied for the determination of 
marginal stability of rotating fluid, since it neglects any 
centrifugally produced convection which would increase the 
overall Nusselt number. In Figure 27, the small initial 
increase in Nusselt number is caused by the centrifugally 
produced circulation alone, since data obtained both heated 
from above and below are identical for Ra < R„. When Ra = R2 
gravitational instability sets in. For Ra > R2, more heat 
can be transferred if the fluid is heated from below. This 
is because of the presence of gravitational produced convection. 
The actual critical Rayleigh number, R2, is determined by the 
point at which the heat transfer data obtained both heated 
from above and below depart from each other. Using the above 
method, critical Rayleigh numbers are determined for the 
rotational speeds of 44, 102, 210 rpm, respectively. For 
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rotational speed higher than 250 rpm, no critical Rayleigh 
numbers can be obtained within the physical limitation of 
the apparatus, |T. - Tg| < 50°C. 
At 102 rpm, the critical temperature difference, 
AT , is 8.9°C which is larger than the Chandrasekhar's c 
prediction. The values of experimental and theoretical 
results are compared in Table 4. It can be seen that the 
difference between theoretical and measured value increases 
as the rotational speed increases. At rotational speeds 
higher than 250 rpm, data obtained both heated from above and 
below fall into the same curve and no AT has been observed. 
c 
It indicates that the fluid is still stable even though the 
imposed temperature difference is as large as 27°C. 
Heat flux are plotted against the imposed temperature 
difference across the fluid for the 350 centistokes oil in 
the tall cylinder in Figure 30. Run at 0 rpm has been first 
performed and the critical temperature difference is again 
in good agreement with Chandrasekhar's prediction. The 
critical temperature differences for rotating systems are 
measured and compared with Chandrasekhar•s prediction in 
Table 4. At slow rotational speed, 4 4 rpm, the measured AT 
is still in good agreement with the theoretical prediction. 
It indicates that the effect of centrifugally produced con-
vection is small at this slow rotational speed. The 
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Comparison of Experimental Results and Chandrasekhar's 
Predictions of AT . High Viscosity Oil (350 centistokes) 


















































convection was neglected, can be applied in here. However, 
the difference between the measured AT and the theoretical 
c 
prediction increases as the rotational speed increases. Plots 
of Nusselt number as a function of Rayleigh number are shown 
in Figures 31 and 32. Critical Rayleigh numbers are determined 
for rotational speeds of 44, 102, 210 and 300 rpm. At rotational 
speeds higher than 300 rpm, no critical points can be found in 
the Ra - Ta plots. 
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Figure 31 Nusselt Number as a Function of Rayleigh Number, 
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In Figure 33, the critical Rayleigh number is shown 
plotted against the Taylor number for both tall and short 
cylinders. The solid curve is the marginal stability line 
according to Chandrasekhar. It can be seen that the 
centrifugally produced convection has an inhibiting effect 
on the onset of gravitational convection, i.e. the critical 
Rayleigh number is raised by the centrifugally produced con-
vection. This is due to the fact that the gravitational 
convective motion is prevented by the deflect force of 
centrifugally produced convection which tends to cause the 
fluid particles to follow a more horizontal path. For a 
given cylinder and fluid, the extent of this inhibited effect 
increases as the rotational speed increases. 
The heat transfer behavior of a rotating fluid heated 
from below in a stationary system is shown in Figure 34. 
The Nusselt number is plotted as a function of Rayleigh 
3 
number. At Rayleigh number larger than 4 x 10 , Nu varies 
as the fourth power of the Rayleigh number. The results of 
present investigation are in reasonable agreement with the 
previous studies (Malkus (1954), Silveston (1958), and Rossby 
(1969)). Table 5 shows the summary of various experimental 
heat transfer results. 
In the rotating system, the effect of rotation plays 
two different roles on the heat transfer of a cylinder of 
fluid heated from below. On one hand, the centrifugally 
log R2 
5
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produced convection can improve the heat transfer rate of 
the fluid; but on the other hand, the rotation constrain is 
to surpress the gravitational produced convection, i.e. 
reducing the heat transfer rate. Rayleigh number is plotted 
as a function of Taylor number at constant Nusselt number 
in Figure 35. At small Ta, the Nusselt number decreases 
with increasing Taylor number at a given Rayleigh number. At 
such small Taylor number, we have a slowly rotating system. 
The centrifugally produced convection is very weak and the 
net effect of rotation is to inhibit the heat transfer. At 
Ta > 40, the centrifugal produced convection is so strong 
that it will increase the heat transfer rate through the 
fluid. The Nusselt number increases with increasing Taylor 
number at a given Rayleigh number. 
Data obtained from low viscosity oil are plotted 
in Figure 36 and represent heat flux, Qf, as a function of 
temperature difference for the short cylinder, d = 0.970 cm. 
All the runs are also carefully arranged such that the 
experimental conditions are matched with the thermal con-
vection studies described in previous section. For stationary 
runs, the experimental critical temperature differences are 
again in good agreement with theoretical predictions. How-
ever, when the system undergoes rotation, the heat transfer 
and gravitational instability behavior of the light fluid are 
quite different from those of the heavy fluid. The 
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experimental result shows that the critical temperature 
difference, AT , for the low viscosity fluid in a short 
cylinder is 0.40°C at 44 rpm. The Chandrasekhar prediction 
of AT is 0.54°C. The deviation between the experimental 
and theoretical predictions increases as the rotational 
speed goes up. 
In Figures 37-47, Nusselt numbers are plotted as 
the function of Rayleigh numbers at constant Taylor numbers 
(constant rotational speeds). At low rotational speeds, i.e. 
19 and 27 rpm, the experimental critical Rayleigh numbers are 
quite close to theoretical predictions. However, at such slow 
rotational speeds, the critical temperature difference are 
very small. For example, the AT is 0.26°C at 27 rpm. The 
corresponding AT across the epoxy layers is only 0.04°C, 
It is very difficult to draw any conclusions on the dif-
ference between the experimental and theoretical results 
since this small difference may be due to experimental errors 
only. At 75 rpm, Figure 40, it shows a small increase in 
Nusselt number followed by a second break and a steeper 
increase thereafter. Unlike the case of high viscosity fluid, 
the small initial increase in Nusselt number is not caused 
by the centrifugally produced circulation. It is because 
data obtained from previous section, heated from above, do 
not show the same kind of increase. The critical Rayleigh 
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number is lower than that predicted by Chandrasekhar. 
However, the Rayleigh number at which the second break 
occurs, R„, falls approximately on the linear stability 
curve of Chandrasekhar. For rotational speeds higher than 
75 rpm, same type of dependence of Nusselt number on the 
Rayleigh number have been obtained, Figure 41-45. 
Homsy and Hudson (1971b) suggested that the sub-
conductive behavior is caused by the lowering of the critical 
Rayleigh number by centrifugal circulation. For the low 
viscosity fluid, the basic state centrifugally produced 
circulation is characteristic by a core region and thin 
boundary layers along the side wall, the top and the bottom 
surfaces. The isotherms are swept downward near the sides. 
This reflects the strong effect of the rechannelling of 
fluid along the wall. Since the isotherms are swept upward 
in the core region because of unidirectioned flow inside the 
core, there must be a region removed from the wall where 
isotherms are approximately conductive. It is here that the 
curvature of the vertical temperature gradient leads to sub-
conductive instabilities. As the side regions convect heat, 
the Nusselt number would rise slightly. However, this rise 
would be limited due to the small horizontal area of the con-
vection region. At some higher Rayleigh number, R2, the 
entire core region would become unstable. It is indicated by 
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the rapidly increase in Nusselt number in the Nu-Ra curve, 
since larger regions would be convecting heat. This second 
increase in Nu is corresponding to instability predicted 
by Chandrasekhar. 
As the rotational speed increases, the fluid always 
becomes unstable at very small AT which is far below the 
Chandrasekhar's prediction. The Rayleigh numbers at which 
the second breaks occur have been obtained for rotational 
speed up to 527 rpm. At higher rotational speeds, no second 
break on the Nu-Ra plot can be found within the physical 
limitation of the apparatus, |T, - Tg| < 50°C. In Figure 48, 
R„ are shown as a function of Taylor number. It can be seen 
that the R„ fall approximately on the linear stability curve 
predicted by Chandrasekhar. 
Plot of heat flux as a function of imposed temperature 
difference across the fluid is shown in Figure 49, for the 
0.65 centistoke fluid in a tall cylinder. Dependence of 
critical temperature difference on rotational speed is similar 
to that of the short cylinder. Instabilities occur at 
Rayleigh number lower than linear theory predicted and the 
difference between measured AT and Chandrasekhar's prediction 
increases with the increasing rotational speed. In Figures 
50-56, Nusselt numbers are plotted as the function of Rayleigh 
numbers at constant Taylor numbers. At low rotation speeds, 
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Figure 49 Heat Flux as a Function of Temperature Drop Across 
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small for the existing apparatus to give a meaningful 
measurement. For example, the Chandrasekhar prediction of 
critical temperature difference at 27 rpm is 0.28°C. The 
corresponding temperature drop across the epoxy layer is 
about 0.05°C. At 200 rpm, it exhibits the same kind of 
dependence of Nu on Ra as those obtained from the short 
cylinders. Instabilities are observed at low AT and the 
second break occurs at the Rayleigh number, R„, which is in 
good agreement with the critical Rayleigh number predicted 
by Chandrasekhar's linear theory. The measured R„ are also 
plotted as a function of Taylor number in Figure 48. No R. 
can be observed for rotational speeds higher than 440 rpm 
within the physical limitation of the apparatus. 
In Figure 57, the Nusselt number is shown as a 
function of Rayleigh number for light viscosity oil heated 
from below at 0 rpm. The Nusselt numbers for the short and 
tall cylinder are in good agreement in Nu-Ra plot. A 
straight line fit through the points yields the equation 
Nu = 0.21 Ra0'269 
This is again in good agreement with the previous studies 
(Malkus U954), Silveston (1958), and Rossby (1969)) as 
shown in Table 5 on Page 101. 
In Figure 58, it shows lines of constant Nusselt 
number are plotted as a function of the Rayleigh and Taylor 
o d=1.999 cm 
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Figure 58 Rayleigh Number as a Function of Taylor Number, Low 
Viscosity Oil (0.65 centistoke), d=0.970 cm 
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numbers in low viscosity oil. For Rayleigh number larger 
5 
than 4 x 10 , the Nusselt number first increases with 
increasing Taylor number. At some larger Taylor number, 
the Nusselt number reaches its maximum and then it decreases 
as Taylor number increases. However, at very large Taylor 
number, the Nusselt number increases with Taylor number 
again. The Nusselt numbers are plotted as a function of 
Taylor number at Ra = 1 x 10 in Figure 59. This non-monotone 
dependence of heat transfer on rotation rate are also appeared 
in Rossby*s observation (1969) of water in slowly rotating 
system. This behavior may have been caused by decreasing the 
wavelength of the cell, Somerville and Lipps (1973). As the 
Taylor numbers increase, the rotational constraint tends to 
increase the Nusselt number by decreasing the wavelength. At 
sufficiently large Taylor number, the Nusselt number is de-
creased with increasing Taylor number. It is due to the fact 
that the critical Rayleigh number increases with Taylor number, 
so that Ra = 1 x 10 becomes less supercritical as Taylor 
number increases. This is also shown in Figure 25 where the 
difference of heat flux curves, obtained both heated from above 
and below, decreases as rotational speed increases. At very 
high rotational speed, large Taylor number, the centrifugally 
produced circulation becomes more and more important so that 






Figure 59 Nusselt Number as a Function of Taylor Number, Ra=1.0xl0 , 
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Another interesting feature observed from the low 
viscosity oil is the fluctuation of temperatures. For both 
tall and short cylinders, T„, T3, 1' and T become unstable 
Ta 4 
when the Rayleigh number is larger than about =— x 10 . 
R2 
The fluctuations are very small and are less than 0.07°C in 
all cases. Figure 60 shows the sample recordings of such 
fluctuation of temperature. Since experimental data obtained 
from high viscosity oil do not show these phenomena, it is 
believed that this is due to the nature of the flow. 
C. Conclusion 
In this study, heat transfer and gravitational in-
stability of a rotating fluid are investigated over a wide 
range in Taylor number and rotational speeds from 17 rpm to 
856 rpm. Tv/o cylinders, having heights of 0.970 cm and 1.999 cm, 
and two silicone oils are used. 
1. Thermal Convection in a Rotating Cylinder 
It was found that the results for both fluids are 
confirmed with the theoretical prediction, Homsy and Hudson 
(1969). For the high viscosity oil with nominal Prandtl 
number of 3000, the heat transfer data can be correlated with a 
rotational Grashof number in the form 
Nu = 0.96 Gr °-275 
to 
For the low viscosity oil with nominal Prandtl of 7, the heat 
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Figure 60 Sample Record of Fluctuation of Temperature (T-) 




transfer depends on a dimensionless grouping X = a Be ' 
in the form 
Nu = 2.79A0'863 
This correlation is valid for the acceleration ratio less 
-2 
than 3.3 x 10 (rotational speed higher than 440 rpm) and 
X > 0.7. 
The different heat transfer behaviors showed by 
these two oils is believed due to the boundary layer nature of 
the fluid. For the high viscosity oil, the Ekman layers are 
very thick and the convection is driven mainly by the coupling 
of centrifugal force and density gradient. For the low 
viscosity oil, the Ekman layers are very thin and the flow is 
characterized by a primary tangential flow in the large inviscid 
core. 
2. Gravitational Instabilities in a 
Rotating Cylinder 
For the high viscosity oil, the effect of centri-
fugally produced convection is to stablize the fluid to 
gravitational instabilities. 
For the low viscosity oil, instabilities are 
observed at Rayleigh numbers lower than linear theory predicted. 
Two breaks are showed on the Nu-Ra plot. The first break is 
believed due to the lowering of the critical Rayleigh number by 
centrifugal circulation as discussed by Homsy and Hudson (1971b). 
The second break falls approximately on the linear stability 
curve of Chandrasekhar. 
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Measurements with low viscosity oil shows the 
non-monotone dependence of Nusselt number on Taylor number. 
5 
At Ra > 4 x 10 , Nusselt number first increases with Taylor 
number and then decreases as Taylor number increases. How-
ever, at very large Ta, Nusselt number increases again with 
Taylor number. Fluctuations in temperature are also 
Ta 2 
observed at Ra > ^  x 10 . 
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depth of fluid 
gravitational acceleration 
thermal conductivity 
Nusselt number, 0f/Qccmd 
total heat transfer, Q + Qf 
heat flux across fluid, Qf/A, 




coefficient of thermal expansion 
thermal Rossby number, aAT/8 
2 
Ekman number, 2v/wd 
temperature drop across the fluid 
thermal diffusivity, K/C p 
P 
kinematic viscosity, u/p 
aspect ratio, R/d 
viscosity of fluid 
density of fluid 
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a Prandtl number, c U/K = V/K 
P 
to angular velocity 























cross-sectional area of bottom epoxy layer 
cross-sectional area of top epoxy layer 
area covered by plastic test cylinder 
cross-sectional area of fluid 
3 2 
gravitational Grashof number, g«ATd /v 
2 3 2 
rotational Grashof number, w RaATd /v 
heat transfer across the fluid by conduction only 
heat transfer across the fluid by convection only 
heat transfer across the fluid, Q + Q 
heat transfer across the plastic test cylinder 
heat transfer across bottom epoxy layer 
heat transfer across top epoxy layer 
critical Rayleigh number 
critical temperature drop across the fluid 
critical Taylor number 
room temperature 
average temperature drop across top and bottom epoxy 
layer (T31 + Tg5)/2 
temperature drop across top epoxy layer 
temperature drop across bottom epoxy layer 
temperature drop across the fluid 
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R., Rayleigh number at which the first break occurs 
on the Nu-Ra plot 
R? Rayleigh number at which the second break occurs 
on the Nu-Ra plot 
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APPENDIX B 
EXPERIMENTAL RAW DATA 
TTOP = Top temperature of fluid layer 
TBOT = Bottom temperature of fluid layer 
TROOM = Room temperature 
TDROP = Temperature drop across fluid 
TAVE = Tn = Average temperature drop across epoxy layer 
HEAVY FLUID 
HEATED FROM BELBH HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATXeNAL SPEED • 0,0 RPM 

























































0,0000 RAQXANI PER 3ECIND 
Toaa* TO»eP 
23,00 0,71 























































HEATED FR8M BELBH 
ReTATIPNAL SPEEO • 94,0 RPM 
ACCELERATION RATI0 • 0.3306E 01 
HEIGHT > 0,9700 












































































11.81 36.35 24,20 15,52 9,50 
10.59 37.71 24,20 16.90 5.10 
HEAVY FLUID 
HEATED FRBM BELB"* HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIPNAL SPEEO «J02,0 RPH 10,6814 RAOIANt PER JEC6H0 
ACCELERATION RATIO > 0.6152E 00 
TTBP 
2 3 , 0 2 
2 1 , 9 4 
2 0 , 9 1 
2 0 , 4 7 
2 0 , 2 2 
2 0 , 1 6 
1 9 , 9 0 
1 9 , 6 6 
1 9 , 3 8 
1 9 , 1 3 
1 9 , 0 2 
1 8 , 8 4 
1 8 , 8 4 
1 8 , 6 0 
1 8 , 3 5 
1 7 . 9 b 
1 7 , 3 9 
1 6 , 5 7 
1 6 , 0 9 
1 5 , 0 7 
1 4 , 6 4 
1 3 , 5 2 
1 2 . 0 1 
1 0 . 8 2 
1 0 . 1 1 
1 0 , 0 8 
9 . 1 4 
9 , 3 0 
7 , 4 0 
TSaT 
2 7 . 0 3 
2 8 . 1 2 
2 9 , 1 4 
2 9 , 4 8 
2 9 , 7 8 
2 9 . 8 5 
3 0 . 1 7 
3 0 , 4 1 
3 0 . 6 4 
3 0 . 8 8 
3 1 . 1 0 
3 1 . 2 3 
3 1 . 4 8 
3 1 . 4 3 
3 1 , 6 8 
3 2 . 1 0 
3 2 . 6 2 
3 3 . 0 3 
3 3 . 6 5 
3 4 . 5 4 
3 5 , 2 2 
3 b , 4 8 
3 8 . 1 0 
3 8 , 9 5 
3 9 . 6 b 
3 9 . 9 3 
4 6 . 3 1 
5 1 . 2 2 
5 6 . 1 4 
TReaM 
2 4 , 2 0 
2 4 , 2 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 . 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 5 , 3 0 
2 5 , 2 0 
2 5 , 2 0 
2 3 . 3 0 
2 5 . 5 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 5 , 5 0 
2 5 , 5 0 
2 5 , 5 0 
2 4 . 5 0 
2 5 . 5 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 5 . 5 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 6 , 3 0 
2 6 , 3 0 
2 6 , 5 0 
2 6 , 5 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
HEAVY FLUID 
HEATED FH0M BELB* HEIGHT a 0,9700 
RBTATXBNAL SPEED 9125,0 RPH 13,0900 RA0IAN8 PER SECEND 
ACCELERATION RATXB « 0.4097E 00 
TTBP 
2 3 . 0 2 
2 0 , 9 6 
1 9 , 0 3 
1 8 , 5 5 
1 8 . 1 6 
1 7 , 6 1 
1 7 , 0 5 
1 6 , 7 3 
1 5 . 6 1 
TBBT 
2 7 . 1 0 
2 9 . 0 3 
3 1 . 0 8 
3 2 . 6 0 
3 2 . 9 5 
3 3 . 6 2 
3 4 , 1 4 
3 4 . 3 7 
3 3 . 7 3 
TR28M 
2 6 , 0 0 
2 6 , 0 0 
2 6 , 0 0 
2 6 , 0 0 
2 6 , 0 0 
2 6 , 0 0 
2 6 , 0 0 
2 6 . 0 0 

















































































18.28 36.74 26,00 14,66 
12,55 37.89 26,00 16,30 
10,19 39.80 • 26,00 16,73 
HEAVY FLUID 
HEATED FR8H BElB" HEIGHT • 0.9700 
ROTATIONAL SPEEO 4151,0 RPM 19,8127 RAOIANS PER SECOND 






































































HEATED FRBH 8EL0H HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO 4175,0 RPH 18,3260 RAOIANS PER 3EC0NQ 


















































HEATEO FRdH BEL0H HEIGHT I 0,9700 
ROTATIONAL SPEEO 4201,0 RPH 21.0467 RADIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATION RATXB * 0.1584E 00 




























































HEATED FR8H frELBW 
ROTATIONAL SPEEO "210.0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIO • 0.1431E 00 
HEIGHT • 0,9700 


























































































































HEATED FRBH BEUBH HEIGHT • 0,9700 
ROTATIBNAL SPEED •231,0 RPH 















































HEATEO FR0H BELBU HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO 4300,0 RPH 




















5 0 , 1 8 
3 4 . 7 4 
5 8 . 1 8 
























HEATEO FRO" BELBH 
RdTATIeNAL SPEEO •940,0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATXB I 0.3J06E-01 
HEIGHT • 0,9700 
46,0768 RAOIANS PER SECeNO 
TTBP 
2 1 . 0 1 
2 1 . 5 1 
2 0 , 6 4 








1 6 , 6 9 
1 6 . 4 6 
l b . 1 8 





1 3 , 8 2 
1 3 . 8 3 
1 3 . 4 3 
12 ,94 
1 2 . 5 3 
11 ,65 
10 .81 
9 , 6 6 
8 , 4 3 










































2 4 , 3 0 
2 0 , 3 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 5 , 4 0 
2 5 , 5 0 
2 5 , 7 0 
2 5 , 4 0 
2 5 , 3 0 
2 5 , 3 0 
2 3 , 3 0 
2 4 , 3 0 
2 4 , 4 0 
2 4 , 2 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 4 0 
2 5 , 5 0 
2 5 , 5 0 
2 4 , 3 0 
2 4 , 3 0 
2 4 . 5 0 
2 2 . 5 0 
2 2 , 5 0 
2 3 , 0 0 
2 4 . 2 0 
2 4 , 2 3 
2 4 . 3 0 
2 4 , 2 0 
2 4 , 2 0 
2 2 , 4 0 
TORBP 
1 .35 
2 , 5 8 
3 . 7 9 
4 , 8 6 
6 , 0 8 
7 . 1 1 
7 . 4 4 
T .S1 
6 , 2 6 
6 , 6 3 
9 , 0 4 





















1 8 , 2 3 
TAVE 
0 ,31 
0 , 7 0 
1 .13 
1,37 
2 . 0 5 
2 . 5 1 
2 . 6 5 
2 . 6 2 
3 ,01 
3 . 1 8 
3 , 3 9 
3 . 5 5 
3 , 6 8 
3 , 8 4 
3 .97 
4 ,14 
4 , 2 9 
4 , 4 4 
4 , 6 2 
4 ,60 
4 , 9 9 
5 , 2 0 
5 ,46 








6 . 0 9 
8 , 2 1 
8.09 47.79 22,90 20,47 9,61 
7,81 S3.23 23,00 23,03 11,19 
7.66 36.77 23,00 24,70 12,10 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED FROM BELOW HEIGHT P 0,9700 
RBTATTPNAL SPEEO •534,0 RPH 53,9205 RADIANS PER SECOND 















































HEATEO FROM BELOW HEIGHT • 0,9700 
ROTATION SPEEO •691,0 RPH 72,3613 RADIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATIBN RATIO • O.I341E-01 
TTBP TB3T TRBBH TORBP TAVE 
28.37 21,44 25,47 4,06 1,52 
36,47 11.91 25,65 13.13 6,71 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED FR8H ABOVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 






































































HEATEO FR2H ABOVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 4102,0 RPH 10,6814 RADIANS PER 8EC8N0 







































































HEATED F&3H AB?VE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
ReTATIBNAL SPEED »123,0 RPM 13,0900 RADIANS PER SECeND 






































HEATED FRtfM 4BBVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED MSl.O RPH 13,6127 RADIANS PER SECBND 









































































HEATED FROM ABOVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO 9175.0 RPH 16,3260 RAOIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATIBN RATIO a 0.2090E 00 
TTBP 
2 7 . 4 b 
2 9 , 3 0 
3 1 , 7 3 
3 4 , 0 8 
3 5 , 5 5 
3 6 , 3 0 
3 7 . 0 0 
3 7 , 6 4 
3 8 , 6 6 
3 9 , 8 3 
TBBT 
2 2 . 6 2 
2 0 . 5 1 
1 6 . 4 6 
16 .6T 
1 5 . 4 7 
1 4 . 3 0 
1 3 . 9 5 
1 3 . 0 6 
1 1 . 9 4 
1 1 . 0 4 
TRBBH 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 3 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 . 0 0 
2 3 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 0 0 
TORPP 
3 , 3 9 
6 , 1 6 
8 , 8 8 
11 ,44 
1 3 , 0 2 
1 4 . 1 6 
1 5 . 7 7 
15 ,67 
1 6 . 9 1 
1 8 , 1 2 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED F«3H AB&VE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
ReTATIONAL SPEED •210,0 RPH 21,9912 RAOIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATION RATIB • 0.1431E 00 
TTeP 
2 7 , 4 9 
3 1 . 3 8 
3 4 , 3 7 
3 6 . 1 2 
3 7 . 9 4 
3 5 . 1 9 
3 6 , 7 8 
3 8 . 2 8 
3 7 , 3 8 
4 0 , 7 4 
4 3 , 4 4 
4 4 , 6 2 
4 8 , 9 1 
5 4 . 5 6 
5 8 . 5 8 
T8BT 
2 2 . 4 9 
1 9 . 3 1 
1 6 . 8 1 
1 3 . 9 1 
1 3 . 7 9 
1 0 . 9 6 
1 2 . 0 8 
1 1 . 7 3 
9 . 8 2 
1 1 . 3 5 
1 0 . 2 6 
1 1 . 2 3 
1 0 . 3 6 
1 0 . 4 5 
1 0 . 5 3 
TRBBH 
2 5 , 4 0 
2 6 , 3 0 
8 6 , 3 0 
2 6 . 3 0 
2 7 , 0 0 
2 5 , 1 9 
2 5 , 2 3 
' 2 5 , 0 0 
2 5 , 9 2 
2 6 , 6 0 
2 3 , 2 0 
2 7 , 6 7 
2 7 , 0 0 
2 6 , 6 7 
2 8 . 0 0 
TOReP 
3 . 4 6 
7 . 7 9 
1 1 , 1 9 
1 5 , 0 0 
1 5 , 0 7 
15 ,16 
1 5 , 4 2 
16 ,45 
17 ,04 
1 8 , C2 
2 0 , 1 4 
2 0 , 1 9 
2 2 , 4 3 
2 5 , 8 3 
2 7 , 9 1 
HEAVY FLUID 
HEATED FRBH ABOVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED «251.0 RPH 26,2847 RAOIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATION RATIO a 0.1016E 00 
TT.4P 
4 2 , 1 0 
4 3 , 1 2 
4 9 , 9 8 
5 4 , 3 0 
4 2 , 4 6 
4 5 , 2 0 
4 7 , 6 4 
5 0 . 4 0 
T80T 
1 0 . 1 6 
1 0 . 2 3 
1 0 . 3 6 
1 0 , 4 3 
1 0 . 1 8 
1 0 . 2 3 
1 0 . 2 8 
1 0 . 3 2 
TRBBH 
2 3 , 6 4 
2 4 , 9 5 
2 3 , 0 0 
2 6 , 4 8 
2 6 , 0 0 
2 6 , 0 0 
2 5 , 6 0 
2 5 , 6 0 
TORBP 
1 8 , 6 2 
2 0 . 4 1 
2 2 , 6 7 
2 4 , 8 2 
19 ,05 
2 0 , 4 2 
2 1 . 6 1 






































HEATED FRBM ABOVE HEIGHT a 0.9700 
ROTATIONAL SPEEO »30l,0 RPH 31,5207 RAOIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB • 0,7O65E»0l 
TTBP 
2 7 , 2 3 
2 9 , 1 8 
3 1 . 2 1 
3 3 . 1 8 
3 5 , 2 2 
3 7 , 5 5 
3 9 , 5 0 
TB8T 
2 3 . 1 7 
2 1 . 0 1 
1 8 , 9 6 
1 6 , 7 0 
1 4 . 7 7 
1 2 . 3 8 
1 0 . 3 6 
TRBBH 
2 4 , 3 0 
2 4 . 5 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 4 . 5 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
TORBP 
2 , 7 3 
5 , 2 6 
7 , 6 4 
1 0 . 0 0 
1 2 . 1 6 
1 4 , 6 5 
1 6 , 7 2 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED FR3N A6BVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPIED «440,0 RPH 46,0768 RAOIANS PER SECBND 
ACCELERATION RATXB a O.33O6E-01 
T U P 
2 3 , 1 2 
2 6 , 0 7 
2 6 , 4 3 
3 0 , 5 0 
3 3 , 0 6 
3 6 , 0 2 
3 8 , 9 8 
TBBT 
2 0 . 9 3 
1 8 , 8 2 
1 6 , 3 8 
1 4 , 3 5 
1 2 . 0 6 
8 . 9 8 
3 . 9 2 
T R B ? H 
2 2 . 0 0 
2 2 , 5 0 
2 2 , 6 0 
2 3 . 0 0 
2 1 , 0 0 
2 3 , 0 0 
2 3 , 0 0 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED FRBH ASBVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
R2TATIPN4L SPEEO «534,0 RPH 53,9203 RAOIANS PER SECBND 
ACCELERATION RATXB • O,2345E«0l 
TT3P TB3T TRBBH 
27,04 23.03 25.50 
29,96 20.13 25,50 
33,35 16.54 25.50 
37,00 13.07 25,50 
39,96 9.59 25,50 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED FR3" ASBVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO «b9l,0 RPH 72,3613 RAOIANS PER SECBND 
ACCELERATION RATIB • 0,1341E>01 
TTBP TBBT TR30M TORBP 
22,70 27.50 25,41 2,83 








































15.49 34,96 26,00 9,96 9,73 
10,83 39.93 . 26.09 14,23 7,43 
10.72 47.79 26,73 17,42 9,61 
10,63 56,93 26,80 21,16 12,46 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED FRan ABBVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "856,0 RPH 69,6403 RADIANS PER 8ECBN0 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB « 0,8736E>02 
TTBP TBBT TRBBH TORBP TAVE 
22,94 26.69 25,27 2,}9 0,7b 
20,45 29,50 25,63 4,83 2,10 
17,31 33.45 36,01 8,10 4,02 
12,33 38,62 26,13 12,46 6,91 
10,40 47,66 26.27 16,74 10,25 
I-1 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATEO FRP* AB^VE HEIGNT a J.S990 


































MEATEP FR3H ABBVE 
R5TATIB\AL SPEEO «102.n RPH 
ACCELERATI2N SATI3 a 0.6152E 00 
WEIGHT • 1,9990 





































HEATED FR?H AdBVE 
RBTATIBSAI. SPEEO 1P10.0 »»" 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB a 0,l»SlE 00 
hEIGuT • 1,9990 





































HEATEO FRan ABOVE hEIGHT a 1.9990 
RBTATIPSAL SPEED »300.0 RPH 































HEATEO FRflM A8BVE h£IG«T • 1,4990 
RBT»TJ?N»j. SPEED a440.0 RP* 
























HEATEO FR3H ABBVE HEIGnT a 1,9990 
RBTATle^At SPEED "534,0 RPH 
























HEATED FRJH ABBVE «E1SHT a 1.9990 
R3TATI3NAL SPEED a692.P RP« 



























HEATED FRBH BELEK HEIGHT • 1,9990 
OCTATI*NAL SPEED • 0.0 RPH O.OCOO RAQlAk.5 *E» SECBNO 




























2 6 . 3 9 
2 4 . 5 1 
2 4 , 4 9 
25.91 
2 9 , 2 6 
2 4 . 0 8 
2 3 . 8 7 
2 4 . 9 5 
2 4 . 4 5 
2 3 . 4 5 
2 0 . 4 3 
1 5 , 7 9 
1 0 . 4 3 
6 . 1 3 
TB.'T 
2 6 , 9 6 
2 5 . « 8 
2 5 , 6 2 
2 7 , 2 1 
2 5 , 7 0 
2 5 , 8 8 
2 6 . 1 0 
2 7 . 3 1 
2 7 . 3 2 
2 7 , 3 1 
3 1 . 0 9 
3 5 . 5 * 
4 2 . 1 8 
5 2 . 2 2 
TR.PH 
2 5 , 7 3 
2 4 . 3 3 
2 3 , 9 1 
2 5 , 8 0 
24 ,?4 
2 4 . 2 3 
2 3 , 9 3 
2 5 , 8 2 
2 5 , 1 7 
2 5 . 2 6 
2 5 , 4 3 
2 4 . 5 3 
2 4 , 8 2 
2 4 , 5 0 
TOS^P 
0 , 4 7 
0 , 7 9 






2 . 1 7 
2 . 8 3 
7,OS 
1 3 , 0 0 
2 0 , H9 
2 7 , 0 1 
HEAVY FLUIO 
MEATEO FRBH 8ELBH MEIGnT • 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO a 44,0 RPH 4,6077 rfAOIANS PtR SECOND 
ACCELERATE RATIB a 0.33C6E 01 
TTEP 
2 4 , 6 t 
2 4 , 3 0 
2 4 , 1 2 
23,65 
2 3 . 0 9 
TSPT 
2 5 . 3 9 
2 5 , 6 6 
2 5 . 6 3 
2 6 , 1 4 
2 6 . 9 3 
TRrs>H 
2 4 , 4 0 
2 4 . 3 9 
2 4 , 4 5 
25,22 
2 5 . 0 4 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATEO *RBM BELP* HEIGHT • 1.9990 
RPTATI3NAL SPEED "102.P RPH 10.6614 HAOIANS PtR SECBNO 
ACCELbRATiaN RATI2 • 0.6152E 00 
TTBP 
2 4 , 4 8 
2 4 . 0 9 
23.72 
2 3 . 3 4 
2 2 . 9 6 
2 1 , 4 2 
1 7 . 9 1 
1 2 . 8 5 
9 , 9 6 
8 , 3 1 
TS^T 
2 3 . 5 6 
2 5 . 9 3 
2 6 . 2 7 
2 6 . 6 2 
2 7 . 1 3 
2 8 . 7 7 
3 3 . 7 6 
4 0 . 5 2 
4 9 . 2 9 
5 7 . 3 6 
TH i,-i-
2 4 , 8 7 
2 « , 7 3 
2 4 , 6 0 
2 4 , 5 2 
2 4 , 7 2 
2 4 , 9 6 
2 4 , 0 0 
2 4 , 0 0 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 4 , 5 3 
TO»?P 
0 , 8 7 
1.47 
1.9S 
2 . M 
3 . 1 4 
5.32 
10 ,44 
1 8 , 3 1 
2 5 . 2 3 
3 0 . 8 0 
HEAVY FLUID 
HEATED FRBH BELOW HEIGHT • 1,9990 
RBTATIPNAL SPEEO "150.0 RPM 15,7080 HAOIANS PER SECBND 











































2 3 . 0 3 
2 2 . 6 0 
21 .71 

























HEATEO FRBH BELB« MEIGHT a 1.9990 
B?TATirNAL SPEED a2!0.n RPH 








































2 4 , « 3 
2 4 . ^ 7 
2 3 , 7 1 
2 0 , 2 9 
2 4 . 3 4 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 4 . ?S 
2 " , 0 6 
2 4 , 4 9 
2 4 , 6 7 
Totrp 
1 . 0 8 
2 . 2 7 
2 . 7 1 
3 .26 
3 , 0 5 
5 . 5 5 
1 . 9 9 
8 , 4 9 
1 1 . 7 9 
1 2 . 1 2 
1 3 . ? 2 
1 4 , ? 9 
1 7 , ? 9 
2 3 . 3 2 
2 6 , 0 9 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED FRa* 8ELBK fEIG«T • 1,9990 
RCTATI-NAL SPEED "300,0 H"" 

















31,4160 HAOIANS PE*' SECBNO 









HEATEO FRBH BELew HEIGHT a 1.9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "440,P RPH 











































1 8 . 2 3 
1 7 . 0 4 
1 7 , 0 b 
1 5 . 7 9 
1 4 , 7 5 
1 5 . 0 3 
1 4 , 1 7 





6 . 3 4 
3 " . 5 8 
3 1 . 7 0 
3 2 . 6 1 
32,"»6 
3 3 . 9 9 
3 4 . 0 2 
3 5 . 6 2 
3 6 . 3 6 
3 6 . 8 3 
3 7 . 6 7 
3 9 , 1 2 
4 7 . 7 6 
5 6 . 2 4 
2 4 . 4 8 
2 0 , - 7 
2 3 , 7 9 
2 0 . * 7 
2 3 . 7 6 
2 3 , 4 2 
2 4 , 5 0 
2 4 . 6 1 
2 3 . 6 5 
2 0 . 7 5 
2 5 , 0 4 
2 5 . P 0 




























HEATEO FRB" BEL0H HEIGHT « 1.9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO »934,0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB « n.220bE«01 
55,9205 RAOIANS PER SECBND 
TTBP 
2 2 . 2 2 
2 0 . 4 9 
1 6 , 6 9 
1 6 , 7 8 
1 4 , 7 3 
1 2 . 6 4 
1 1 . 2 7 
1 0 . 5 3 
8.7<J 
T*?T 
2 5 . 2 1 
2 7 , 3 5 
3 0 , C 5 
33,22 
3 7 . 2 6 
4 1 . 3 3 
4 7 , 1 2 
5 2 . 0 6 
5 6 . 6 2 
T R . " ? H 
2 4 . 9 8 
2 6 , 1 9 
2 6 , 2 4 
2 6 . 4 1 
2 6 . 6 1 
2 6 , 3 9 
24 .Q9 
2 5 . 4 0 
2 5 . 7 0 
TOR-'P 
2 . 0 1 
4 , ? 0 
6 , 6 2 
9 , ? 1 
1 2 . 1 6 
1 5 . 0 7 
1 8 . 3 2 
2 0 . 9 5 
2 3 . 5 3 
TAVE 
0 , 4 9 
1 . 3 1 
2 . 3 6 
3 . M 
5 , 1 6 
6 , 6 1 
8 , 7 b 
1 0 . 5 4 
1 2 . 1 5 
HEAVY FLUID 
HEATED FRPH BEL2H HEIGHT • 1 , 9 9 9 0 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO » 6 9 2 , 0 RP" 
ACCELERATieN HATIC • 0 , 1 3 3 7 E » 0 1 
TTBP 
2 4 , P b 
2 2 , 9 4 
2 0 . 8 8 
1 8 , 65 
1 5 . 3 1 
1 0 . 3 7 
9 . 9 6 
TH.:T 
? * . 0 0 
2 6 . 3 5 
2 9 . 3 6 
3 1 . 7 2 
2 5 . 0 2 
4 3 . 1 2 
5 2 . 6 9 
7 2 , 4 6 6 2 RAOIANS PER SEC^NQ 
TH.VH T0H!*P 
2 4 , 5 4 1 , 3 0 
23,50 2.17 
2 4 , 5 3 4 . 4 5 
2 3 . 9 3 7 . J 7 
2 4 . 4 0 1 0 . 3 0 
2 4 , 4 9 1 4 , 8 0 
2 5 . 4 4 2 0 , 0 9 
TAVE 
0 . 3 1 
0 , 6 0 
1 , 8 0 
2 . 9 b 
4 . 7 0 
7 . 4 7 
1 1 . 3 0 
to 
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>- _ i 
« Ul 
t - u 
•i u 
a -
i f I T P N n j p *« i r 
A C T H > « r u i n « 4 h 





a v M : • 
3 or 











u j ar 
a 
u 
- i i - . 
4 H-
^ 4 
r . ur 
. . a i 
»- J 
4 u i 
M O 
45 
a I \J 
%l • 
H v f l 
>-AJ 
2 5 . 5 s P-'.-'* 2 3 . « 3 0 .*5 1.11 
2N.01 ?i.-*s «JJ . l2 !.«"• P . ? ! 
27 .P3 ?<:.<" 2 1 , 1 6 3 . ? i n ,«4 
2A.54 ?1.«N 24 ,47 5 .*5 0 . 7 / 
3P.C0 2C.J2 2 - . 7 2 7 .76 1 .13 
3 2 . 1 4 18 .10 25 ,14 10 .«o 1.57 
3 5 . 8 0 10 ,?9 2* .49 16 .«6 g .S6 
« 0 . 3 1 9 . M 2 1 , * * .(3.12 3 .7a 
I'-.SS 3 . 6 3 i-t.^Z 29 .^3 5 .19 
57 ,7b b . e? 25 ,«1 3N.93 6 .51 
LIGHT FuulO 
HEATED FR?* Ao^VE »«E1GHT a 0.9700 
RjTATl.'Nit. SP£E3 • 75." IP" 7,1540 M A C I A N S • £- SECJ^P 
ACCELERATION SATIZ s C . 1 1 3 P £ CI 
TT..P T"*T T 4 » — T04-"P TAVE 
25.94 P-.uG 27,A3 i,S2 0.2u 
27,72 ?2.-2 27,<3 4,12 n.57 
29.35 ?».?D 2«>."»1 6.uS P.9« 
33.B« 16. JS *T»,*3 13.-9 J.1-
38.19 11.31 i-.7i« 19.S9 3.63 
45.28 11.!<• i-.*S ?4,«6 4.63 
57.20 10.IS 26.*? 32.-6 7.31 
LlSnT FLUIO 
HCATEt! FRVH Ab^VE HEIIJBT a 0,4703 
R."TATI^\«i. SPfcEd »13"." B ?" 10.-J72J HAPIASJ fE- SFCPNO 
ACCELERATION RATI? « 0.6-"l£ PC 
TT?t> T->T r s - •«• TO" »P TAVE 
26.01 2 - . r 3 23.7b l.Sb P.2J 
2<>.93 P^ .HH 2-1."3 3.12 n.-3 
27.04 2 2 . . 1 2J.33 4.fci 0.%6 
2».99 2 - . ' " 2 - . M 6.10 0.91 
30.04 ? . ' . J 2 21.23 7.70 1,17 
31.02 H.vS 2-.*n ' ".'I 1.-»3 
32.59 17.35 25.^J 11. <iS 1.9"> 
35.47 14.fb 2«."5 15.CB 2.7o 
39.CO 1C.92 25.35 19,91 4,06 
49,08 *.e7 2<i,»7 e«,3B 5,43 
49,<!0 i>Bsa iS,«:3 ES.iT «,.».. 
57.90 *.l* 25.N3 32.77 8.49 
LIGMT FLUn 
HEATEO FR2H AS«VE HFIGHT a 0.970C 
ROTATIPNAL SPEED "201.1 l?" 21.C447 RADIANS *£' 5ECBND 
ACCELERATION RATU « 0.15«ec CO 
TTBP T--T 14,'-*-. TDH-P TAVE 
26.00 23.9» 25,76 l.nO 1.20 
2fc.»«C ?«.-•> 2-1.43 2 ,o7 
27.Pf i i?.ai t - . o s 3 .?2 
28 .C3 2 1 . * e 2S.1C 4 . 6 1 
2 " . 5 2 2 1 . - 5 2 5 , 7 3 5 . 3 7 
3 3 . 5 0 f > . - 7 2 7 . 1 0 8 . 1 6 
33."?4 l f . ->o 2 7 , 7 2 12 .17 
3 8 . 9 2 11."•a 2 6 , 0 9 18 ,57 
48,4.7 1 i .?3 26."53 2 4 , | 3 
5 8 , 7 3 9.<*2 2 6 . 5 3 29 .?D 
L I S H T FL'IIO 
- . E A T E P F*C-« » t - ^ E « ? I 5 - T • C.97CC 
RvTATI?NAL S P C E P "3 - :? ," 1 ' 3 ' 3 1 . 0 1 6 3 RAOTA\S PE-« SECrNl} 
ACCELE^ATlv". P A T U a ->,71!<!E-0l 
TT >P T.-*T T*.. '" Tn«/P 
2 5 . 5 0 2-,-»;» 2 3 , 7 * f . M 
2 * . 3 2 P5 .47 a , *t l.fcC 
2 6 . 5 3 P * , - 7 2 S . . 6 2 . 3 7 
2 6 . 9 6 2^."' '* 2 1 . 2 7 3 . " ' ' 
2 7 . 5 3 2 2 . 3 7 2*>.J3 3 . ^ 5 
2 ^ . 3 1 2 1 . 7 " 2N.--7 4 . 4 * 
2 8 . 9 7 ? . 97 26,9.1 5 , 9 5 
3 ? , 0 2 2 , ( 2 2 6 , 9 4 7 . J I 
3 ' . P 2 l/ .<»4 2 5 . * . . 9 . 4 5 
3 5 . 1 4 l b . i J 2 6 . 5 7 13.TP 
3 9 . 4 2 l C . ^ i 2 6 . » 0 l e . i l 
4 9 . 5 0 1 J . 5 3 2"-,73 2 3 . 1 4 
5 7 . 1 3 f - ' . O 2*>.7J 2 6 . 7 9 
LIGnT FLUID 
HEATEO FR?" Ao'VE "EIGnT a 0 , 9 7 0 0 
R O T A T J C N A L SPtE'" " 9 4 0 , - Ro 46.C768 « A M A \ 3 •»£•« S t C O 
ACCELERATION I - I T P a •'.3S~r>E-Zl 
T T ? P T « T T»» - l !!*•» *P 
29.SO 3 a . 3 5 2 5 . ^ 3 0 . 4 1 
2 5 . 4 9 2 3 , M 2-1.•=» 1.--2 
28 .Pa Pl.Nfc 2 5 . ?•* j . « ;a 
31 .1C l ' . ° 7 a s . M P.4.1 
35 .C9 H . * * 2 5 . «0 1 3 . 1 1 
3 9 . 9 2 13 , i l5 2 9 . ^ 0 1 7 . 7 7 
4 8 . 6 3 1 3 . 1 1 2 S . 6 3 21,«-3 
5 7 . 7 7 1 3 . 1 " 2 5 . 7 ' ' 2 5 . 3 b 
LIGHT FLL'II 
HEATEO FH^H AS^E *EI3-T a P.970J 
9aTtTI?-.AL SPcEO • •:«!7,'> 3->H 55.1*7.. ^ AJTAVS «»EV SEC.*N3 
ACCELERATION RATI." a r.2irbE-Cl 
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i « r n j ir. -c »• 
T i / i » * y f u p t f i ^ r * 
I - IV «\ A. K K K I U I T 
^ - K l l \ I ^ . O l T i ^ » . 
a c i j ' M ' i u N K i a 
> - i i w r j i i i » ( r » 
t - M ru rvi - . « 
LI3rT FL'JI" 
HEATEC F4?» 3 E L 3 - - E I 3 - T • 2 , 9 7 : 3 
R*TATI?\AL SPEED i 1 9 , " 4 * - 1 . 9 8 9 7 «A0TA\5 • £•< SECl" D 
ACCELERATION RATI' • T . 1 7 7 3 E C2 
TTcP TJCT T a , "••« Tf»4-»? TAVfc 
2 4 , « Q • •5 .P4 d 5 . •>? 0 . 2 * 0 . 0 7 
2«..r>5 P S . * * 2N,->i 0 . 4 1 0 . 1 S 
2 « i , 3 8 ? * . S o 2 N . 1 3 0 . - ;7 n . 3 3 
2 4 . 1 3 P ^ . t 7 2 6 . - 3 0 . 7 J 0 . 4 0 
2 3 . 4 2 ?*.'•- 2 5 . 4 a 0 . 4 5 0 . 5 2 
2 3 . 7 o P c . : * 2 - . M l . * V O . N U 
2 3 . 5 4 ? 6 . J « c - . ' S 1 . 1 " 0 . 7 7 
2 3 . 3 5 ?» .« .« 2 * . I * l . ? 7 0 . 6 * 
2 3 . " , 9 P'- . fci 2*-."5 1 . 4 b l . r t 
2 2 , 5 3 P 7 . . - 6 2 o , ? 8 1 , 7 5 1 , 3 5 
2 2 . 1 3 2 ' . . - 5 2 6 , - 5 2 , 1 6 - l , 7 o 
2 1 . 2 7 ? . , 5 7 2 N . J 3 2.fc6 2 . 3 0 
2 0 . 5 e 2 4 . i « 2 6 . " C 3 . J 2 2 . 8 3 
1 9 . 3 4 M . " 2 - . 78 4 . T 6 3 . 9 d 
1 7 . 4 7 3 P . 3 1 2 S ? 1 4 . 7 7 4 . 7 9 
1 6 . 8 4 3 3 . e 9 2 5 . 7 7 5 . 4 S 5 . 6 8 
1 2 . 5 3 Se-.i'a 2 4 . i * 6 7 . S 2 8 . 3 9 
LIG"T F f J i r 
HEATED F 3 ? H RFL^* H £ I G H T • 0 , 9 7 0 0 
4KTATI?N»L SPfcE3 « 2 7 . n - = - 2 , 8 2 7 - -JAJIAVS . ER SFXPNO 
A C C E L E B A T I I N I.ATI? • <*.S7«Ct 01 
TT. -? Y H . T T? •-••» TP«"P T A V F 
2 4 . 5 5 2 ^ . 1 2 26,«"3 0 . « 9 0 . 0 2 
2 4 . 7 9 2 S . 1 9 2 - . U n . ? f 0 . " 5 
2 4 . 7 3 2 5 . 2 6 2 S . ' b 0 ,7 .4 n . ' W 
2 c . 6 7 ? 5 . 3 ? 2 5 . ^ 1 . 0 . 4 J " . 1 2 
2 I . . 6C P N . 3 4 2 5 . 1 2 C . - 5 n,l"> 
2 4 . 5 4 2 b . - 5 2N. i7 C . s i p . 1 9 
2 4 . 4 s P S . ' i S 2 - . 4 3 0 . N 9 0 . 2 N 
2 4 . 3 2 ? 5 . " P 2 i , 4 4 C . H C . J * 
2 4 , 1 6 2 5 . - 5 e - , " 7 O . M 0 , 4 3 
2 3 . «8 ? » . . - « 2 9 . 1 3 l . ? d 0 . * S 
2 2 . « 9 » » . « 4 2-».«.7 1.Q5 1 . 5 1 
2 0 . 9 8 P i . 9 7 2» . -«9 2 . « 9 2 . 5 4 
1 8 . 9 a 3 3 . 1 9 2 7 , u « 4 . 1 0 3 .9fc 
1 5 . « 3 3 a . 1 7 2 6 . 4 5 5 . 8 9 6 . 2 3 
1 0 . 9 7 3-1.79 2 6 . * 3 8 . 4 0 9 . 7 1 
LIGHT FLUID 
HEATE3 F R J - EEL^* -EIS-T « G.97CC 
R ^ T A T I ^ N A L SPtEC • 44.1 spi 8.6 = 77 *A2T*vs »>E4 SEC'^O 
ACCELERATION ..ATI/ • n,33~«c 01 H* 
TTi'P Tj/1 T9.'*i Tt}«*l» TAVE ***" 
24.80 25.32 2?.91 0.39 0,05 
t AJ »o «-* a* -o 
t *\i ** - * i n a 
u c o o c o o c — — r u o i D K I N 
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Al Al f - » * * C7fl -*3 V» - f f - O K > t T i n A I A I 
i N M / i a r u D C f f O ' i n - A O ^ i r N 
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 rfl r . if> (j. 
n tn in in i/i *f tn in ri n j . o * b JJ p * r - o » o * ( i A j / i ' 3 * p * T X 
n m i i v a f u r u M \ i \ r u f i i i v f v ( v r v i v A i v a w K i K ' n i n f 
rf>**f*-a,oin4rjAj J C ) i f i » 4 J 0 , - 4 0 , o o r i i K » t v * i n i M * 
ttr-f. * Ifi IP tj K« Kl W - C » r f M t f » tf C O O O O * « - N I / l 
H i * u a •> <»<fa> to? ^ *» a m ^ r O K i r u r u ( v » * c ) 9 f * p n C ' G D 
r - f u A i f \ j r u r u r u r u r u r w r u f U f u r u A j r u a j r v j A j a j A j « ^ » « ^ a - * * r * 
TT-"P 
2 - . 5 0 
2 4 . 3 0 
2 4 . 1 0 
2 3 . S9 
2 3 . 6 4 
2 3 . 5 0 
2 3 . 2 9 
2 2 . 8 6 
2 2 . 4 5 
2 1 . 7 6 
2 0 . 9 * 
1 9 , 4 7 
1 8 . 9 1 
1 7 . 4 0 
1 4 . 6 3 
1 0 . 3 1 
8 . 2 2 
8 . 9 4 
T-< T 
?*.51 
? s . 7 r 
2^.91 
P e . 0 8 
2 6 . 3 1 
2 6 . 5 3 
2 6 . 6 * 
P 7 . 1 . 1 
P 7 . 5 " 
2 r . 2 2 
3 9 . r j 
3 - . . 0 
3 ' . 1 7 
* € . - * 
^5.?8 
3 » . 6 3 
4 5 . 3 1 
5 7 . 7 0 
2 3 . M 
2 3 . 7 2 
2 3 . * 2 
2 5 . » 3 
2 3 . 7 6 
2 3 . 7 6 
2 3 . 7 3 
2 3 . - - C 
2 J . J 3 
2 3 . 4 9 
2 J . " 2 
d 5 . 3 1 
d 5 . J 4 
2 % r > 
2 4 , C? 
2 3 . 7 7 
2 3 , 5 3 
2 3 . 5 3 
T P - >P 
C . 7 6 
I . C 7 
1 . 3 * 
1 . N 5 
1 . 9 3 
2 . 1 7 
2.41 
P . 9 J 
J . 3 3 
3 . 9 3 
a.*4 
5 .3 -< 
6 . l b 
7,-iu 
8 . 7 6 




P . 1 1 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 2 C 
P . 2 6 
0 . 3 3 
0 , 4 0 
0 . 4 9 
1.25 
1.72 
2 . 3 2 
s.rs 
4 . ^ 3 
6 . 2 J 
9 . 2 2 
I P . 1 7 
1 6 . 6 9 
L I G H T F I_UIP 
HEATED FR2M R £ L u - HEIGHT s 0 . 9 7 0 C 
R / T A T I ? \ A L SPEED « 2 ' 1 1 , 0 S i " ' 
ACCELERATION R A T I * a r - . i ^ C E TO 
2 1 , 0 4 3 7 KAOIANS I E - * SEC2NQ 
TTi 'P 
2 4 , 7 7 
2 4 . 6 7 
2 4 . 5 6 
2 4 . 3 6 
2 4 . 1 0 
23 .3h 
2 3 . 8 s 
2 3 . 6 5 
23 .54 
2 3 . 3 5 
2 3 . 2 3 
2 3 . 0 9 
2 2 . 9 0 
22 .71 
2 2 . 6 9 
2 2 . 1 9 
2 2 . 2 9 
2 2 . 1 0 
2 2 . 0 5 
2 1 . 9 2 
2 1 . 7 2 
2 1 . 5 1 
2 1 . 5 3 
2 1 . 3 5 
2 1 . 1 6 
2 0 . 9 6 
2 0 . 7 3 
2 C „ 3 5 
19.46 
1 7 . 5 0 
1 4 . 4 9 
T^ T 




2 b . « 
P 5 . 9 4 
P- .24 
2 P . « < . 
2c.»C 
2-J.N4 
P 6 . 7 - * 
2 » . " 7 
P 7 . . 7 
2 7 . d 
2 7 . £ 3 
27.N4 
? 7 . e i 
P S . C 7 
2 ' . 2 7 
2 - . - J 
2 * . " 4 
2 5 . 5 8 
?'.** 
? ' . ; : •« 
2 3 . i l 
? - , 7 4 
3 3 . b S 
3 2 . 5 3 
3 5 . 4 5 
l-t£ "H 
2 4 , P 7 
2 4 , 7 6 
2 5 , 3 4 
2 b . * 3 
i*.+* 
2 0 . - 2 
2 7 . P4 
2 7 . , 2 
2 7 . 3 3 
2 ~ . ? J 
2»>,a». 
2 6 . * 5 
2 7 . 7 1 
2 7 . ' 4 
2 6 . * . N 
2 * . 1 5 
2 N . 7 * 
2 S . S 4 
2 7 . * J 
^ • = . ' 5 
2 1 , t J 
2 - . * * 
2 4 . - 7 
2 5 . C 3 
2 S . 7 4 
2 5 . - 2 
2 6 . - ! 2 
2 5 . 6 4 
T O i " P 
0 , 3 4 
P."l 
0 . N 9 
0 . 9 6 
I . S 9 
1 . 6 4 
l . « t > 
2 . 1 4 
2 . 3 -
2 . 4 -
2 . 7 1 
2 , » 6 
3 . 1 ' 
3 . 4 5 
3 . J 5 
3.7b 
« . " 3 
«.3"> 
4 , - b 
4 . * * 
a . a f t 
5.11 
5 . 1 3 
5 . J J 
5 , - 5 
•5 .91 
O . P 2 
6 , 7 3 
7 . 7 C 
13,ra 
T A V E 
P . 0 4 
0 , 0 7 
O . l u 
O . l o 
0 , 2 3 
O . P -
- . 2 7 
" . 3 1 
0 . 3 5 
0 . 3 * 
1 . 4 1 
n .UJ . 
°.5r 
Q . 5 i . 
0 . 5 3 
r
. 6 L 
0 . « . N 
0 . 7 1 -
>* .74 
P.77 
n , 4 3 
o.««» 
P . 8 9 
0 . 9 b 
1 . 3 2 
1 . C 9 
1 . 1 7 
1 . 3 2 
1 . 6 1 
P .4 l> 
3 . 9 3 
vo 
10.67 «.<.$ 24.91 16.7a *.. 13 
1 0 . 4 9 4 * . 1 9 2 5 . : : 2 \ 2 3 <».73 
1 0 . 5 0 " T . e ? 2 5 . 3 ' J 2 3 . 7 7 1 1 . 7 1 
LIGHT FLUIO 
HfcATEC FR?" GEL.*- hEI'rtT a 0 .97CO 
S . T A T I r - A t S P c F i = 3 3 1 , " RP- 3 1 . 4 1 6 3 RAOIANS P»R S E C N I 
ACCELE4»TI?N rfATIJ " f > . T l ^ ? - C l 
TT?P Ts 'T T4* . ' t TC« "P TA.E 
2 4 . 4 " . P S . N 4 2 4 . 6 N C . » 2 0 . 1 2 
3 4 . 0 0 2 6 . - - ' e b . 5 l l . S b 0 . 2 3 
2 3 . 4 6 3 o . b s 2 5 , 9 4 2 , 3 6 P . 3 b 
2 2 . 9 4 P 7 . 1 ? 2 f , 5 4 3 . ! 7 0 . 5 -
2 2 . a j 27 ,«-3 £ « . « 3 3 . * 4 n . 6 J 
21.9»> 2 * . 1 5 2 7 , t J 4 . M n . 7 * 
2 1 . 3 9 P 5 . 7 P 2 7 , « i 5 . 1 J 0 . 9 5 
2 0 . 9 0 2 c . e 3 £ 7 . 5 5 6 , 1 2 1 . 1 3 
P C . 3 9 P 9 . - 1 2 7 ,
 b e »»,«1 1 . 3 3 
1 9 . S S 3 - ' . 3 2 2 7 . 4 1 7 . o 8 1 . 4 9 
1 7 . 9 6 3 2 . 1 1 ? 4 , d O 4 . 7 4 2 . 1 6 
1 4 . 4 * 3 ; . S 2 4 , i l 1 3 . 1 2 3 . 5 2 
1 C . P 2 3 9 . 9 4 2 4 . 1 3 17 .* .6 "J.95 
1 0 . 2 6 - c , 5 « 2 « , 3 3 2 1 , 5 4 * , 3 -
1 0 . 2 5 5 5 , b i 2 4 . 3 3 2 6 , C 3 1 1 . 2 V 
LIGHT FL'JIO 
HEATED F40»- 3£L«!« - .EIS-T a 0 , 9 7 0 0 
R« .TATI-«NAI . So£ED " a j i . P RP*- afr .37 . ,5 - .AMAsS Pf-9 5 £ C N o 
A C C £ L £ 4 A T I 2 N RATI3 • f . ^ J C t t - C l 
TT."P T 3 T T?.'••- T?»^P TAvE 
2 4 . 5 3 P b . 5 1 i^.oa 0 . 7 b " , 1 1 
2 9 . 1 3 2 b . 4 5 2 5 . N . l . * 4 0 . ? 1 
2 3 . 6 2 2 o . » ^ 2 S J 3 2 . 1 = f . 3 i 
2 3 . 0 9 2*>.94 2 s . 3 : 2 . 9 4 r,<.<< 
2 2 . M 2 7 . - 2 2 5 . . 4 3 . 6 3 " . 5 9 
2 5 . 1 3 2 7 . S 5 2 5 . T4 4 . 3 1 C.Tn 
2 1 . 6 7 P - . - 2 2 S . ' l 4 . 4 1 _ 1 . 8 9 
2 1 . 1 a ? 9 . . ' 2 2 > . 9 2 5 .NV 1 .P7 
2 0 . 6 5 ? 9 . S a 2 4 . » 7 6 . 3 7 1 . 2 4 
1 9 . 8 5 3 - \ 3 3 2 » . S 2 7 . 2 3 1 . 4 7 
1 8 . 8 8 3 1 . * . * 2 6 . 3 2 8 . 4 9 1 . 6 5 
1 7 . 8 6 3 2 . 1 1 2 5 . 9 1 9 . 6 9 2 , 2 8 
1 6 . 9 9 3 3 . 1 ? 2 5 . 4 8 1 P . 7 - 2 . 6 8 
1 4 . 9 9 3 4 . 9 5 2 5 . 6 2 1 2 . 7 b 3 . 6 0 
1 C . 0 5 3 9 , o 2 2 5 . 6 3 17 .J* . * . 2 3 
1 0 . 1 2 4 7 , 9 i 2 6 , 4 . 2 0 , 7 9 8 . 4 7 
LIGHT FLUID 
HEATEO FR*H 3EL^« HEIG-»T a 0,9700 
O 
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I U C f K i A f O * K 3 l A v * 
-* O — A* •»> 4 t ( * * r o 
a «A *c «•» » m O O* PA 
r. I f h Kl ff Kl fN r - C 
0 * - » K i * t > K % 4 T ' J t i Y 
»- * * ^ AJ AJ 
( i 9 t> V 4> 
r* t • x •- ** 
M I m * t * in *> AJ 
- * • * «-. ru 
A - * 4 t i A j p * - * ' i { r - * 
if i f t — f - ru (* 
|H> • - • * * • * A l 
UJ 
a 
A J A J T / . l a - K i r j ' l 
»— A / A J A J A J A J A t A l ' U 
» r». o AJ f n j o 
« ~ A — i f rr p*i o 
J* 
i »* r t> o — P* o 
M f M « r i r f A l 
T J i r / / i « K m 
p - A j r V M A J A I A l A l 
O 
I 
9 -OtT" T O V • * O 
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- J X 




* " l * -
IU « 
i i r 
n 
r 
- J . - . 
t • -
X 4 
r j r» 
• - IU I 
• - _ i 
4 U I 
t- u 
r a u 
or ^ 
41 • * ra <r ru r- Kt 
A i i O n K i M m « 
H K I - . 1 0 U 1 ( M C O 
• - r u r u . . . " . . . . . . ' . 
LIGHT FLI'IO 
HEATED FR2M AB2VE HEIGHT a 1 ,9990 





























0 ,0000 RAOIANS PER SECOND 
TR."PH 
2 2 . 9 * 
2 3 . 4 4 
2 3 . 9 1 
2 3 , * 5 
2 3 . 4 3 
2 3 , " 6 
2 3 . C 6 
23.25 
• 1 ,9990 
R2TAT1TNAL SPEED a 2 7 , 0 RPH 
ACCELERATION RATla • 0.878CE 01 
TT2P 
2 4 . 4 5 
2 S 0 0 
2 7 , 4 4 
3 1 . 9 3 
3 5 , 8 7 
4 0 , 5 8 
4 8 . 1 1 







9 , 9 6 
10 .03 
10 .06 
2,8279 RADIANS PER 3EC8N0 
TB.'PH 
25 ,81 
2 5 , 4 0 
2 5 , 1 5 
23 ,27 
2 4 , 2 3 
2 5 , 0 8 
2 5 , 3 0 
2 5 . 0 0 
TORPP 
0 . 8 5 
1.74 
3 . 1 2 
4 . 5 2 
6 , 4 1 
8 ,46 





5 . 2 9 
11 ,74 
18 .42 
2 6 , 2 4 
3 2 , 3 8 
4 1 , 7 4 
TAVE 




0 . 4 5 




0 . 0 1 
0 . 1 0 
n ,40 
0 . 9 2 
1.51 
2 . 1 8 
2 . 7 5 
3 . 5 2 
LIGHT FLUID 
HEATEO FRpt ABfiVE HEIG-iT • 1 ,9990 
RPTATIFNAL SPEED «100,0 HPH 



































HEATED FR3H AB*VE HEIGHT a 1.9990 
RETATIPNAL SPEEO "200,0 RPM 20,9440 HAOIANS HH 5FC0NO 
ACCELERATE* RATIB a O.lbOOE 00 
TYtfP T9^T T R ^ - ' H TDh-'P 
25.51 24.55 24,87 0.85 
26,19 PS,67 24,42 ?,P0 
27.27 22.84 24,70 3,75 
28.67 21.30 25,04 6,07 
30.77 19,31 25.26 9 .H 
34,18 16.03 24,97 13,54 
39.43 11.58 25,49 19,30 
48.83 10.23 25,54 24,97 
LIGHY FLUID 
HEATED P4^M AB^VE HEIGHT a 1.9993 
RKTATI?NAL SPEED a30(l.P RPM 31.4160 RAOIANS PER SECPND 
ACCELE»ATI?N RATIB » O.TH2E-01 
TTPP Tb'T TR??1 TCR'P 
25,19 24,62 25,*0 0,50 
25.86 P4.C6 25,«7 1,57 
27.14 22.87 26.00 3.57 
28.65 21.54 26,28 5.7b 
30.08 20.00 26.74 7,87 
34.16 16,08 23,ul 12,96 
39.15 11.28 23,84 18,34 
47.95 10.44 23.80 23.16 
LIGHT FLUIO 
HEATED FR2H A8BVE HEIGHT a 1,9990 
R0TATI3NAL SPEED a440,0 BPH 46.0768 RAOIANS PE* SECJNO 
ACCELERATION RATIP a C.33C6E-01 
TTep TaeT T9r"H TO«?P 
26.06 24.16 23,15 1,63 
27.46 22.61 23.25 3.98 
29.35 21.11 23.56 6.41 
31.69 19.15 24.18 9.20 
34.36 15.66 21,47 12.SB 
38,67 11,60 22,78 17.ni 
47,40 10.39 22.80 21,60 
58,52 10.45 23,00 26,48 
LIGHT FLUID 
HEATEO FReH AB^VE HEIGHT a 1,9990 
R2TATI2NAL SPEED «534,0 RP- SS.9205 RAOIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATION RATIB • 0.2245E-01 
TT2P Td?T TR.VH TORPP 
26,15 24.19 23,25 1,65 
27,25 " 23.13 24,30 3,35 
28.75 21.70 24,62 5,48 
30.93 20.29 23.97 7.80 


























































HEATED FR«"» AB'VE HEIGHT a 1.9990 
Rt'TATIP'AL 5PEE0 "fclO.O RP» 







































HEATEO FRan BELOW HEIGHT a 1,9990 
Ri,TA7I?NAL SPEEO c 0,0 OP" 
ACCELERATI7N RATla « O.OCOt'E 00 
TT?P 
2 4 . 8 3 
2 4 . 6 0 
2 4 , 2 7 
2 3 . 7 5 
2 2 . 9 8 
2 1 . 2 4 
2 0 , 4 3 
1 6 . 3 5 
14 ,97 
1 0 , 2 8 
1 0 . 3 9 
TH?T 
2 5 . 1 9 
25 .41 





3 1 . 6 6 
3 5 . 0 1 
3 9 . 5 9 
4 6 . 5 9 
0,0000 RAOIANS FE* SECPNO 
TR2?1 TOi«?P 
2 4 , 8 3 0 . 1 9 
2 4 , 4 7 0 , 4 2 
2 5 . T 0 0 , 7 3 
2 5 , 1 0 1 ,16 
2 4 , 9 3 l . » 0 
2 4 , 7 3 2 . 6 8 
2 4 , 8 9 3 , 6 6 
2 4 . 8 7 5 . P 9 
2 4 . 8 8 7 . 2 « 
2 5 , 0 0 1 0 , 0 3 














HEATEO FR3H BEL3- HEIGHT > 1.9990 
RBTATIPNAL SPEED • 27,0 RPH 























































HEATEO FH3H etL3* HEIGHT • 1,9990 
R51TAT1PN4L SPEED HOO.O HP" 
ACCELERATION RATle • O.boniE 00 
TTPP 
2 4 . 0 4 
2 1 , 9 9 
1 9 . 4 3 
1 6 . 3 7 
1 0 . 9 8 
1 0 . 1 3 
Td.'T 
26.C5 
2 » . l S 
3 0 . 6 1 
So.37 
S 9 . 6 * 
4 8 . u S 
1 0 , 4 7 2 0 RAOIANS PER SEC2ND 
T ^ J ? H TORpP 
2 3 . 7 2 1.64 
2 * , 3 2 4 , 1 3 
2 4 , 5 * 6 .C2 
2 5 . 5 0 8 . P I 
25,CO 1 1 . 2 0 









HEATED FRfH BELCH "EIGHT • 1,9990 
R?TATI?NAL SPEED "2C0.0 "P" 





























20,9440 RADIANS PtR 5EC3NQ 




2 1 . 3 9 3.PP 
2 1 , 6 3 o .24 
2 1 . 7 2 5 ,ab 
2 1 . 8 7 6 , 4 5 
2 1 . 6 8 7 , 9 3 
2 1 . 6 2 1 0 , 1 9 
2 3 . 6 3 13 ,17 
2 3 , 9 0 17 ,15 
2 3 . 4 0 2 1 . 2 9 
















HEATED FREM BELSH HEIGHT • 1.9990 
RBTATIPNAL SPEEO "300.0 RPH 




































































HEATED FRen BELB" "EIGHT a 1.9990 
R?TATie>wAL SPEED a440,n spn 























46,0768 RAOIANS PER SECPNQ 























HEATED FRan. BEL?H HEIGKT a 1,9990 
R»TATI?NAL SPEED aS43,o RP" 











































HEATED FRJH 3ELe« HEIG-T • 1.9990 
B2TATI?NAL SPEEO a690.0 BP-
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APPENDIX C 
CALCULATED EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Temperature drop across fluid 





= X2 = a3e" 
= Gr = Rotational Grashof number 
= X± = CTBE" 1 / 2 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED FRBH 8ELBH HEIOHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO * 0.0 RPK 0,0000 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 










































































































































































































































































































































































HEATEO rRBM BELCH HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED < 44,0 RPH 4,6077 RADIANS PER SECBND 



















































































































































































































HEATED FR3H BELBM HEIGHT • 0.9700 
R2TATTBNAL SPEEO "102.0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB a 0,6132£ 00 















































































































































































































































































HtATEO FS3H BELCH HEIGHT • 0,9700 
PBTATIONAL SPEED "125.0 RPH 
ACCELERATI2N RATIB • 0.4097E 00 














































































































HEATED FRdH BEL8K 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "151,0 RPH 
ACCELERATION RATIB a 0.2807E 00 
HEIGHT • 0,9700 
































































































































































































HEATED FRBH 2EL8" HEIGHT P 0,9700 
R2T.TI2NAL SPEEO "175,0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB " O.2090E 00 



















































































































































RBTATIBNAL SPEED "201,0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB a 0.1S84E 00 
21,0487 RADIANS PER SECOND 















































HEATEO FRBH BELBH HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAI. SPEED "210,0 RPH 21,9912 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 













































































































































































































































































































































HEATEO FRBH BELBH HEIGHT * 0.9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "251.0 RPH 2b,2S47 RADIANS PER SFCBNO 














































































































































HEATED FRB«i BELBH HEIGHT • 0.9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED (300,0 RPH 31,4160 RAOIANS PER SECBND 














































































































































HEATED FRBH BELBH HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "440,0 RPH 46,0768 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































20,47 9,61 0.4690E 04 Q.6730E 03 0.2762E 01 C.24S6E-02 
23.03 11,19 0.3493E 04 0.7287E 03 0.2867E 01 C.2764E-C2 
24,70 12.10 0.60S9E 04 0.77C1E 03 0,2S92E 01 0.29645-02 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATED FREH BELBH HEIGHT • 0,9700 
ReTATIBNAL SPEED "534,0 RPH 55,920; RADIANS PER SECBND 






































































































































HEATED FRBH BELBH HEIGHT « 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "691.0 RPH 72.3615 RADIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB a 0.1341E-01 
TORBP TAVE RA TA NU RSSSBY N3, 
4,06 1,32 0.4867E 03 0.1516E 04 0.2152E 01 C.4B72E-03 
13.13 6,71 0.2882E 04 0.1S2SE 04 0.3026E 01 0.1S76E.02 
HEAVY FLUIO 
HEATEO FSB* ABBVE HEIGHT » 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED > 0,0 RPH 0.0000 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 






























































HEATEO FRBH ABOVE HEIGHT • 0.9700 
0.1S42E 00 0.3076E 03 0.4762E 02 
0,1462E 00 0.36CSE 03 0,5630£ 02 


























































































RBTATIBNAL SPEED "102.0 RPH 10,6614 RADIANS PER SECOND 
























































































































































HEATEO FRBH A9BVE HEISHT • 0.9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "125.0 RPH 13.0900 RAOIANS PER SECBND 
















































































HtATED FR2H ASBVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "151.0 RPH 15,8127 RADIANS PER SECSNO 


























































































































































































































































HEATED FR3N ASBVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "175.0 RPH 16,3260 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 













































































































































HEATEO FRBH ASevE HEIGHT « 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "210,0 RPH 21,9912 RADIANS PER SECBND 





























































































































































































































HEATED FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT ' 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "251,0 RPH 26,2847 RADIANS PER SECBNO 



















































































































HEATED FRBH ASBVE HEIGHT a 0,9700 
ReTATIBNAL SPEEO "301.0 RFH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIO • 0.7065E-01 









































































HEATED FXZ* A68VE HEIGHT « 0,9700 
RBTATleNAL SPEED "440.0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB « 0.3306E.OI 





























































































R3TATIBNAL SPEEO "534.0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB • 0.2245E-01 











































































RBTATIBNAL SPEED "691.0 RPM 
ACCELERATION RATIB • 0.134<E-01 

























































HEATED FRBH AbBVE HEIGHT * 0.9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "856.0 RPH 89,6403 RAOIANS PER 




















































































HEATED FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT • 1.9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO • 0.0 RPH O.0GO3 RADIANS PER SECBND 






























































HEATEO FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT a 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "102,0 RFH 10,6614 RADIANS PER SECBNO 






























































HEATEO FRQH ABOVE HEIGHT • 1.9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "210.0 RPH 21,9912 RADIANS PER 3ECBND 






























































HEATED F"3H ASBVE HEIGHT a 1.9990 
ReTATIBMAt SPEED "300.0 RPH 31,4160 RAOIANS PER 3ECBN0 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB a 0.7112E-01 
TORBP TAVE RA TA NU KBSSBY NB, 
2.19 0.42 0.4163E 04 0.5075E 04 0.2094E 01 0.2628E-03 
3.94 1,56 0.1123E 03 0.5068E 04 0.29S6E 01 0.7126£»03 








































































17.66 6.30 0.3402E 05 0.5200E 04 0.4101E 01 0.2122E-02 
22,43 6,64 0.4513E 03 0.5670E 04 0.4449E 01 0.2694E.02 
26,62 10,68 0.5777E 05 0.6499E 04 0.4700E 01 0,3218£a02 
HEAVY FLUID 
HEATED FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT a 1.9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "440,0 RPH 46,0768 RAOIANS PER SEC8.3 





























































HEATED FRBH ASBVE HEIGHT • 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "534,0 RPH 55,9205 RADIANS PER SECOND 






























































HEATEO FR3M A33VE HEIGHT a 1 , 9 9 9 0 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED " 6 9 2 , 0 RPH 7 2 , 4 6 6 2 RAOIANS PER SECBND 


















































































































































HEATEO FRBH 8EL8W HEIGHT « 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED * 0,0 RPH 0,0000 RADIANS PER SECBND 






































































































































HEATEO FRBH 3ELe4 HEIGHT s 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO * 44,0 RPH 4,6077 RADIANS PER SECBNO 





















































HEATED FRBH BELB4 HEIGHT • 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "102.3 RPM 10,6814 RAOIANS PER ScCBNO 































































































































































































































HEATEO FRaH BELBH HEIGHT a 1,9940 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "150,0 RPH - 13.T080 RADIANS PER SECBND 







































































t-EATEO FRB" BELBH HEI3HT • 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "210,0 RPH 21,9912 RADIANS PER SECBND 















































































































































HEATEO FR3H BELBH HEIGHT * 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAU SPEEC "303.0 RPH 31.4160 RAOIANS PER SECeNO 





































































































































































HEATEO FRBH 8ELBH HEIGHT a 1,9990 ' 
RBTATIZNAi. SPEED "440,0 RPH 46,0768 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 



















































































































































































HEATED FRBH BELeU HEIGHT » 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "534,0 RPH 55,9205 RADIANS PER SECBND 























































































































HEATE3 FRBH BELBH HEIGHT » 1.9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "692.0 RPH 72,4662 RADIANS PER SECOND 































































































HEATEO FRBH A86VE HEI3HT > 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED a 0,0 RPH 0,0000 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 






























































nEATEO FRBH ASBVE HEIGHT * 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO a 19.0 RPH 1.9847 RAOIANS PER SECBND 







































































HEATEO FRBH ABSVE HEIGHT « 0.9700 
ReTATIBNAL SPEED * 27.0 RPH 2,6274 RADIANS PER SS-CBND 







































































HEATED FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT « 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED a 44,0 RPH 4,6077 RAOIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB • 0.3306E 01 
TDReP TAVE RA TA NU ReSSBY NB, 




































































E LAMDA1 GRASHB 


























































































































HEATED FRBH ABOVE HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED • 7S,0 RPH 7,8540 RAOIANS PER SECOND 































































































HEATEO FRBH ASBVe HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "100,0 RPH 10,4720 RADIANS PER SECBND 



























































































































































HEATEO FRBH A3BVE HEIGHT « 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL 3PEED "201,0 RPH 21,0487 RADIANS PER SECOND 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB a 0.15B4E 00 
TORBP TAVE RA TA NU R2SSBY NB, E • - LAHDA1 
1.60 0,20 0.33.66E 06 0.3712E 08 0,9lS6E 00 0.2680E-D3 O,6563Ea03 0.7525E«01 
GRASHB 











































































HEATEO FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT a 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "300.0 RPH 31,4160 RAOIANS PER JECBND 





























































































































HEATED FSaH ABBVE HEIGHT • 0.9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "440.0 RPH 46,0768 RAOIANS PER SECBND 
















































































HEATEO FRE« ABBVE HEIGHT • 0.9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "527.0 RPH 55.1674 RADIANS PER SECBND 
ACCELERATION RATIB • 0.2305E-01 


























































0 .6333E- .01 
0 . U 2 7 E 00 
C . 3 1 5 9 S 00 
0 . S 9 4 1 E 00 
C.9123E 0 0 
0 . 1 2 3 7 E 01 
0 . 1 4 6 4 E 01 












































































































HEATEO FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT « 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "696,0 RPH 72,8851 RAOIANS PER SECBND 






























































HEATED FSZH ABBVE HEIGHT o 0.9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "850,0 RPM 89,0120 RADIANS PER SECBND 






























































HEATED FRen BcLBW HEIGHT * 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO • 0,0 PPH 0,0000 RADIANS PER bECBND 





















































































































































































HEATEO FRBH BELOW HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEFO « 19„0 RPH 1,9897 RADIANS PER SECBND 

































































































































































HEATEO FRZH 6ELBW HEIGHT a 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO * 27,0 RPH 2,8274 RADIANS PER SFC0ND 















































































































































HEATED FSB*- BELBH HEIGHT a 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED « 44,0 RPH 4,6077 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB * 0,3306E 01 
TORBP TAVE RA TA NU RBSSBY NB, 

























































































































S LAH0A1 GRASHB M 



















































































































































































































HEATED FRBH BELBd HEIGHT « 0,4700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO • 75,0 RPH 7,8340 RADIANS PER SECBNO 



























































































































































































































































































































































HEATEO FRBH BELBH HEIGHT • 0,9700 
ReTATIBNAL SPEED "100,0 RPH ' 10,4730 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 



































































































































































































































HEATEO FRBH BELBH HEIGHT a 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "201,0 RPH 21,0487 RAOIANS PER 3-CBhO 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































16,74 6 ,13 0.3417E 07 0 ,37UE 08 0.3333E 01 0.2S04E-02 0.6566E-03 0.7874E 00 0.2947E 07 
20 ,23 8 ,75 0.4237E 07 0.3914E 08 0.4000E 01 0.33S9E-02 0.6394E.03 0.9381E 00 0.3820E 07 
23,77 11.71. 0.S119E 07 0.4147E 08 0.4621E 01 0 .398IE-02 0.62I2E.OS 0.106SE 01 ' 0.4755E 07 
LIGHT FLUID 
HEATEO FRBH BELBH HEIGHT a 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "300,0 8PH 31,4160 RADIANS PER SECBNO 
















































































































































HEATED FR2H BELB* HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "440,0 RPH 46,0768 RADIANS PER SECBND 



























































































































































































































































































RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "527.0 RPH 55,1874 RAOIANS PER SECBND 
















































































HEATED FR.x SELBM HEIGHT • 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "696,0 RPH 72,6851 RADIANS PER SECOND 







































































HEATED FRBH BELEH HEIGHT > 0,9700 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "350,0 RPH 89,0120 RAOIANS PEF. SECBNO 















































































































































HEATEO FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT * 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED « 0,0 RPH 0,0000 RAOIANS PER SECBND 













































































0 , 1 9 4 6 £ P D 2 
t-.2571E.02 
LIGHT FLUID 
HEATEO FRei ABBVE HEIGnT • 1,9990 
ReTATIJHAL SPEED • 27,0 RPH 2,8274 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 
















































































HEATED FRBH ASBVE HEI5HT • 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "100.0 RPH 10,4720 RADIANS PER SECOND 







































































HEATEO FRBH A33VE HEIGHT > 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "200.0 RPH 20,9440 RAOIANS PER SECBNO 
























































































































































































HEATED FRBH AB2VE HEIGHT • 1,9990 
RBTATieNAL SPEED "300.0 RPH 31,4160 RADIANS PER SECBNO 











































































































HEATED FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT • 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "440,0 RPH 46,0768 RADIANS PER SECOND 











































































































HEATED FRBH ABBVE HEIGHT > 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "334,0 RPH 55,9203 RAOIANS PER SECBND 






































































12,54 3.30 0.2248E OB 0.4757E 10 0.47S9E 01 0.210CE-02 0.5799E-04 0.1976E 01 0.1397E 09 
16,54 5,47 0.2978E 06 C.483CE 10 0.6086E 01 0,2770E-02 0.5774E.04 0.2602E 01 0.1859E 09 
20.07 7,76 0.3653E OB 0,491C£ 10 0.7174E 01 0.3362E.02 0,5709E«04 0.3139E 01 0.2307E 09 
23,11 11,39 0.4739E 06 0.S294E 10 0.8433E 01 0.4206E-Q2 0.5496E-04 0.3846E 01 0.3112E 09 
LIGHT FLUIO 
HEATED FRZ* AB3VE HEIGhT " 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEG "690.0 RPM 
ACCELERATION RATIB • 0.1344E-01 



































































































HEATEO FRBH BELBH HEIGHT • 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO « 
ACCELERATIZN RATI3 
0.0 RPM 
> O.OOOOE 00 













































































































HEATED FRBH BELCrf HEIGHT • 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED • 27.0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB * 0,S780E 0} 
































































































































HEATED FRBH BELOW HEIGHT • 1,9990 
PBTATIBNAL SPEED '100,0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB • 0.6401E 00 
































































HEATEO FRdH SELBd HEIGHT a 1,9990 
RdTATiaNAL SPEED "200,0 RPH 
ACCElERlTIJN RATIB " 0.1600E DO 


























































































































































HEATED FRBH BELBH HEIGHT f 1,9990 
RBTATIBNAL SPEED "300.0 RPH 31,4160 RADIANS PER SECBND 
































































































































































HEATED FRdH 8ELBU HEIGHT ( 1.9490 
RBTATIfNAL SPEED "440.0 RPH 



































































































































HEATED FRBH BELBH 
RBTATIBNAL SPEEO "543,3 RPH 
ACCELERATI2N RATIB • 0.2171E-01 
hEIGHT > 1,9990 


















































































































R3TATIBNAL SPEEO "690,0 RPH 
ACCELERATIBN RATIB « 0.1344E-01 









































































































































IMPORTANT DIMENSIONS OF THE TEST SECTIONS 





Step on Cylinder 
































1.6 59 inches 
0.028 inch 
Plastic Cylinders 
Inside Diameter Normal 
Actual 
11.00 inches 
11.008 ± .002 inches 
27.960 ± .005 cm 
Cross-sectional Area 613.68 cm' 
210 
The h e i g h t of t h e cylinders a r e : 
1) .970 cm 
2) 1.999 cm 
211 
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